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Special:

This Week:
Local opinions on Libya bombing ........ page2
Profile on blown-up poodles ..... ~ ....... page7
ADs talk nn athletic vices .............. page 13

For the record:

The last of the three-part
series highlighting the new
AS executives officers introduces Greg McNeil/. See
page 3.

University Wisconsin-Superior Associate Professor
Robert L. Edwards refused
to give out the grades of
101 of his po/i sci students
to protest a low pay raise.

Libyan students react to air ~i.r1ke

'Bombing isn't solution·to terrorism'
by Molly Anselmo

ttenttv" to the Israelis who are never mentioned uy the
media," the student added.
None of the students feel U.S. violence will accomplish
Reagan's goal of putting a stop to Libyan terrorism .
"He's (still) going to do it, " a student predicted. "It's
true we don't have the equipment or the weapons to face
the U.S ., but he (Khaddafi) can do it in other ways -- by
doing terrorism everywhere.''
As of yet, none of the students said they have faced
harrassment by American students on campus, but they
are concerned with the misconceptions Americans seem
to have about Libyans -- misconceptions fostered by the
media, they said .
"They are not showing enough facts to the U.S. In this
case they can say that Libyans are bad people. This is not
fair. People should understand that the. Libyan people
are civilized, they are educated, they understand
everything . We are not terrorists."
Another misconception fostered by the media , the
students said, is. the allegation made by President
Reagan that Khaddafi is a "mad dog " leader, set on
leading his country into war .
"I think Khaddafi is the best (leader ) so far ," a
Kuwaiti student said . " ( He) will show the.other countries
in the Middle East that he can face the United States ."
"I don 't like the way he does terrorism, but maybe it 's
the only way for him to show the whole world what 's

r

Monday's air raid on terrorist headquarters and
facilities in Libya has drawn criticism from the Middle
Eastern students here who say President Reagan
overreacted by using violent !.,.\ ctics against the
Libyans.
"I don't like what the U.S. is doing because they think
that getting even by bombing someplace in Libya will
cause (Libyan leader Moammar) Khaddafi to stop
terrorism . Bombing someplace is not the solution for it,"
one Libyan student said.
Currently there are three Libyan students attending
Eastern . Those three, along with students from other
are. of the Middle East offered their •views on the
L~byan sit11dtion, but declined to be identified because of
possible political repercussions.
The terrorism that spurred the U.S. attack is a result of
the U.S . support of Israel, the students agreed. Because
the U.S. fails to recognize the "killing done by Israelis,"
Khaddafi has resorted to terrorist acts in order to bring
world-wide attention to the situation. .
''The terrorism is to show the whole world ... especially the United States ... that there are people being
killed in the Middle East by Israel, and the United States
is supporting Israel," one student said.
"The United States is saying, 'Whey are you (Libya )
killing people by terrorism?' but they're not paying

r.S. : .t!WS

going on. I think maybe if the whole world knew
everything they'd have another opinion about the whole
situation," he added.
From the Libyan point of view, said one student, it is
President Reagan who is considered the terrorist.
"My family says, 'Reagan is killing people in El
Salvador , he's killed people in Nicaragua . He's a
terrorist. ' ''
It may be similarities of the two leaders that has
caused the situation to escalate to its current level , one
student explained .
"Each one wants to prove he 's in control of the
-situation (and ) they both love war, " he said .
With both leaders trying to show they have the uppper
hand, none of the students could say what the next move
will be .

If Reagan really wants to put a stop to the terrorism ,

they_say , he will deal with the source of the problem -the U.S. government 's involvement in Israel , not by
resorting to violence.
Some students agreed the U.S. was justified in taking
measures against Libya 's terrorism , but a less violent
approach should have been used , such as an aµµeal to the
United Nations .
"This (bombing ) is not the solution to stopping
terrorism ," one said.

•.Congress may reduce
available financial aid
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS ) -Congress appears ready to pass a
Higher Education Reauthorization Act later this year that would
make it harder for students to get
loans and cut the amount of grant
money they can get during the
next five years .
On March 3, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources sent its version of the
crucial act -- S. 1965 -- to the full
Senate, which is expected to
approve it in May or June.
The House had passed its own
version - H.R. 3700 -- in December.
After a joint congressional

committee works out a compromise bill, it will return to both
houses and to the president for
final approval.
Though present proposals seem
far from final , Congress watchers say the Senate and House
versions may be similar enough
for an easy compromise.
Among the salient features of
the bills , as they stood last week :
-- Both House and Senate versions would lower the maximum
Pell Grants for eligible students .
Now set at $2,600 per year , the
House-proposed limit would be
$2 ,300 .for 1987 , increasing by $200
(continued on page l 0)

Spring clean-up slated

Spiderman
the Pbue

photo by Steve Wilson

No, but this unknown Eastern student thinks he is as he climbs a wall at

and other large items Johns said.
In preparation of tourists comThis year spring recycling
ing through the area on their way
week is being held in conjunction
toor from Expo '86 in Vancouver,
with a statewide promotion week
B.C., Cheney Mayor Fred Johns
for the Expo celebration. Part of
has proclaimed the week of April
that promotion is the Washington
19 as Spring Rally and Recycling
Expo '86 Friendship Relay which
Week.
The clean up week is annually will deliver a proclamation to the
· held in the spring according to Washington Pavilion on the Expo
Johns ,<tmt h added special atten- grounds .
The proclamation inviting
tion is being given this year
because the city is anticipating a Expo visitors to visit Cheney will
greater number of tourists com- be relayed by a series of runners
ing through the area during the sta rting the run in Spokane on
April 25. During their four-day
Expo '86 celebration.
During the week of April 19 run they will pick up similar
through 27, city crews and trucks proc la mations from va rious
will pick up anything that is not stop throughout th state which
included in their regular weekly will also be displayed in the
Washington P avilion .
pickups -- things like furniture

l
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Libyan attack brings about
support and criticism of gov't

I

by Chad M. Hutson
News Editor

•

EWU/Cheney agiree
on fire protection plan
by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

l

Eastern Washington Universi•·
ty administrators and offi~ials
from the city· of Cheney have
tentatively agreed on a fire protection plan for Eastern's .1986-87
fiscal year, beginning in July.
The major change in the agreement will involve funding.
Whereas the money for fire protection was guaranteed last year,·
even if it exceeded the money the
legislature gave EWU for fire
protection, the new agreement
will set EWU's payment at whatever the legislature appropriates . .
Last year Eastern payed about
$130,000 for fire protection, most
of it picked up by the legislature.
Eastern Vice President for
Business and Finance Russ Hartman said that lie expects the
1986-87 payment to be about the
same amount as it has been the
last four years, between $125,000
and $135,000. The new agreement,
he said, will guard against Eastern 'shaving to pick up where the·
legislature leaves off in funding.
The amount is determined by
comparing the property assessments of EWU and Cheney, then

applying that percentage to the
Cheney fire protection budget. In
past years that ratio has been
about 60 percent Cheney-funded
to 40 percent EWU-funded. This
year's fire budget is about
$375,000.
Cheney ,Fire Chief John Montague doubts that the new agreement will cause fire service
problems. ' ·
"I'm atways ~orned about
funding for, the fire department,''
he said. "However, it's probably
the fairest for the university and
for Cheney."
Montague said that of the ~
alarms that the fire department
responded to, 241, ·or about 35
percent, were ol)-campus alarms.
About one-third of the off-campus
calls were to student's residences, said Montague.
EWU began funding Cheney's
fire department under this agreement about 15 years ago. Before
that, the university had helped
with Cheney's volunteer fire department. In the late 1960s, when
EWU began building more highrise dormitories, EWU and Cheney split the cost for a hook and
ladder truck to reach the higher
floors of the dorms.

,,.,

.,
fatQ4H,flta
LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.~.

Thurs.. Apr. l 7 Chunky Tomato Soup, Gr. Ham/Cheese, Beef/Mush-

Fri., Apr. 18

Sat., Apr. 19
Sun .• Apr. 20

Mon., Apr. 21

Tues., Apr. 22
Wed.. Apr. 23

room Casserole, Deli Bar, White/Banana Bread, Peanut
Butter Bars
Boston Clam Chowder; Creole Spaghetti, Hamburger/
Fries, Deli Bar, White/Whole-wheat Bread, Oatmeal
Cookies
BRUNCH
BRUNCH
Cream of Mushroom Soup, Hamburger/Fries, Macaroni
& Cheese, Deli Bar, White/Pumpkin Bread, Snickerdoodles
Tomato Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuits, Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Deli Bar, White/Rye Bread, Ginger; Snaps
Chicken Noodle Soup, Pizza Cheese Sandwich, ~
Burger/Fries, Deli Bar, White/Whole-wheat Bread, Chocolate Chip Cookies.

The recent attack by the United
States on Libya has brought
much attention to the policies and
procedures of the current administration. This last' week, Eastern
Washington University teachers
and students had much to say
about the attacks.
Many people reacted with resentment and disbelief at Reagan's move to bomb Libya, however, some agree with the administration's attempt to stop
•terrorism.
"The attack was long overdue.
We had evidence and I am glad
that we are finally standing up to
the little mL1Scle man of the
Mediterranean,'' said AS councilmember Todd Wiggin .
A sophomore relates his concern over going to war as a result
of th_e Libya bombing.
"Being a young guy, you really
wonder what kind of effect this
will have on you. If there was a
draft I would go reluctantly, but I
don't want' to kill anyone," said
Mike Johnson.

"I think the Uraited States'
attack on Libya is somewhat
uncanny. Is it appropriate for
one actor in an international
system to act on behalf of the
rest?" asked Jennifer Scott, student and co-chair of Eastern's
model united nations.
Teachers as well as students
responded to Monday's attack
with sharp .criticism of our government.
"It was a cowboy approach to
dealing with the bad folks. I was
hoping we'~ be a little more

Gohlert also said that he perceives the relationships with U.S.
allies and the rest of the world to
be drastically hurt with th~ U.S.
because of the attack.
Government professol" David
Bell Jr. said, "I've never been
in favor of military action over
diplomatic means, in fact I find it
repulsive and I think that the rest
-of the world finds it wrong.''
Student and teacher concerns
seemed to revolve around the
inevitable question of how does
the world perceive the attack.

'1 am glad that we are
finally standing up to
the little muscleman
of the Medite"anean."
clever," said Arman Arndt, applied psychology professor. .
"Reagan was showing his preference of using a military solution over an economic or diplomatic solution. The presirient
lowered himself to the same level
of the people he is trying to stop,''
said Ernest Gohlert, professor of
international affairs.

The Soviet response included a
chastising of ' the U.S. government and the cancellation of a
meetipg to prepP.re for the June·
summit meeting between President Reagan and Soviet President Gorbachev.
Other countries had not yet
given a response as of press time,
however, many European leaders expressed concern over increased terrorism a.s a .direct
response to the U.S. attacks,
Associated Press reported.

CAREERS offers students
what they don't get enough of .
the process of actually finding a
ated computer because of its
job in a given area. "You're
length and complexity, consists
going to see more and more ...
of four sections or modules.
career changing," McDonald
The first module is designed to,
Mal McDonald thinks college
.
said,
but
noted·
tbat
many
people
help
a per.son find out what hi!i '«;>r
stuC.:ents are not getting enough
her
interest,
skills, and job-relattrying
to
change
careers
don't
career guidance, and that both·really know how to go about it.
ed valu~ are. The second lists
ers •him.
specific occcupations that make
McDonald,
whose
background
"One of the things they ( college
use of those interests, skills, and
is
in
communications
and
educastudents) are weak in is career
values. The third provides more
tion, has been the program's
information," McDonald said,
information about the more than
director since it began in 1978. It
noting that lack of self~awareness
400 occupations listed, and tets
was then known as SPERE (Spoabout interests and abilities often
the user ask up to 14 specific
kane
Higher
Education.
Regional
· leads people to make the wrong
questions about each one. The
Enrichment),
and
was
operated
career choices.
final module provides informaMcDonald is director of CAR- · by a consortium of seven eastern
tion about training and educaWashington and northern Idaho
EERS ( Career Assessment and
tional opportunities at institu·
colleges
and
universities,
with
Referral to Educational Exceltions of higher education, includEWU
serving
as
administrator
lence iJl Spokane), an educational
ing all two-year, four-year, and
for the group. The consortium,
and career guidance program
graduate schools in the United
which later grew to 11 schools,
based at EWU's Spokane Center.
States.
was
originally
funded
by
it
grant
Its purpose, according to McDonfrom
the
W.K.
Kellogg
Foundaald, is to provide "education
McDonald said the program is
tion.
brokering'' to students and other
in use at more than a thousand
Several years 1ago, when grant
adults.
.
sites in the United States, but that
funding ran low and conflicts
Education brokering, he sa1d,
EWU is the only place in eastern
developed with the other particiencompasses fow• · main areas:
Washington that has it. The propating schools, EWU took over
education information; referral
gram is updated once a year to
SPERE "on a reduced basis."
assistance, especially for adults
keep its occupational and educaMcDonald explained that all
returning to school; assessment
tional data current.
EWU really got at that point was
testing; and education co~elone
full-time staff member, himing.
It now costs an individual $35 to
self. The program, whose name
These services are important
use Discover 2. "We think it's a
was changed to CAREERS when
to students and to those changing
tremendous value," McDonald
EWU
acquired
it,
now
has
two
·
careers later in life, McDonald
said, noting that the fee includes
full-time employees and a worksaid. He noted that many stunot only the use of the computer •
study employee.
dents are not aware of job and
program, but also counseling,
career possibilities in the areas
The main self-assessment tool
interpretation of test results, and
they are interested in. "SomeCAREERS has used ffJr the last
return visits for further informatimes we don't let our kids know"
four or five years is.' a compute!'
tion and counseling, if needed.
what is available in a particular
program called Discover 2, proThe program is available 'to
field, he said.
duced by and leased from Amerianyone who wants to make use of
Another problem addressed by
can College Testing. The proit, but because it takes at least
education and career guidance is
gram, which requires a sophistietwo hours of computer time, it·
can be used by appointment only. ·
McDonald said about 4,000 peopie, ranging in age from 14 to 78,
have used the program, and all
but two of them were helped by it.
He said feedback from users,
-Specializing in Problem Hairincluding phone calls, letters, and
(Curly, Fine, Thin, Oriental and Receding Hairlines)
visits, has beeh very positive.
by Paul T. Mueller

Special to the Easterner

~~..,....,.........~-...-~ll':'il;;,...-~.,...",:.,...,.,...,.,....,._....,....

· Hair lJnlimited

Kay takes the time to give each customer
individual a~tention. Her clientele includes
Washington, Oregon, ldaho and Canada.
Kay Cockburn, Owner
. (509) 326-1461

N. 1723 Monroe
Spokane, WA .

About 10 percent of users have
been students, McDonald estimated. He thinks many students are
not ,_ aware that .the program
. exists, and acknowledges tbat the
cost of using it may be a ,deterrent to some students.
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Student funds sought to refurbish PHASE
Public may be charged

for use of facilities
by Chris LeBlanc

Editor

Eastern Washington University students will be charged $
on top of tuition next year for
each physical education class
they take if a proposal that would
make $55,000 per year available
for remodPH.,g and equipment
replaceme,._..1 the Phase 2 athletics complex gets through university channels .
In a Feb. 26 memo from university business manager Don Manson to Vice President of Busint!Ss
and Finance Russ Hartmar,.,
Manson recommended assessing
a $5 add-on fee for PE classes,
chargi~g the general public to
use the-facility, assessing $5,000
each from the associated students services and activities budget and Ute athletic department
budget, adding a $1 surcharge to
university conference center participants and a 20 percent increase to the locker and towel
fees.

"Students are already paying
once · for classes (tuition) and
again for the (proposed) activities fee. I don't see that they
should have to pay again ... If
they're asking for $5 now, what's
going to stop them from asking
for more in a couple of years,"
Associated Student President
B.K. Stewart said April 15.
Eastern's Associated Students
will hear the proposal at their

AprH 22 meeting and may take
action. Stewart said she feels the
council is behind her and predicted the proposal would be defeated
if action is taken.
According to Stewart, the consen·s us of the student council is
• that tuition and fees already
charged for PE courses should
pay for equipment replacement,
which is the only use for the
$55,000 addressed in Manson's
proposal.
In Manson's memo, he states
that· the PE budget ceased to be
funded for equipment in 1979.
Neither Manson nor Hartman
were available to answer questions as to why.
The memo went on to say that
in 1979 the facilities management
department originated to schedule activities in the Phase and
was ~iven a "limited equipment
budget" from state appropriations.
"Because the -university is
short, I've gotten a zero in
equipment for this year and a
zero for next year," said Facilities Manager Ron Sperber. He
does not see the $5 activities fee
unreasonable.
Sperber said students have two
choices: to pay the $5 fee or
provide their own equipment. As
an example, it would cost $25
~inimum for racquetball equipment if students were to provide
their own, said Sperber.
Although Manson's proposal

as

photo by Steve Wilson
only addresses using the money
for equipment replacement,
S~rber said the funds would be
used for remodeling as well. As
an -example, Sperber said he
woulct like to do away with the
baskets in the locker rooms and
replace them with half lockers
which he feels would be much
more practical. Another project
Sperber is waiting to start is
repair of the racquetball courts
which have chips and gouges in
the walls .
Breakdown of the proposal is as
follows :
•The proposal seeks to draw

Mc]Veill has his own·· ways
in spending ASEWU's bucks
EWU Associated Student Finance Vice President Greg McNeill doesn't mince words when it
comes to his feelings toward his
new job.
"I love this stuff," he said
Tuesday, three weeks after taking office.
The 20-year-old junior said he is
still learning a lot from former
Finance Vice President Darren
Henke. He has his own ideas
about how AS should spend its
$950,000 budget though, and also
about what hi~ role in student

government is.
''(The administration) wants to
put a fee on PE classes for
students and they want $5,000 of
AS money to replace phase equipment," McNeill said. "Do we
really need another fee? I think
that's exactly the reason AS is
here, to find out."
· The AS budget is broken down
three ways, into athletics, departmental needs, such as band and
theatre, and ASEWU funds,
which go toward student activities and groups. Among ~he acti-

vities and services are free legal
assistance and child care subsidies .
The ASEWU portion of the
budget is the most active part
and the part McNeil) will devote
most of his time to. Among his
duties will be budgeting for services, activities and groups, presenting the budget to the board of
trustees and reviewing supplementary budget requests with the
AS Finance Committee.
McNeill was born in Seattle,
and_ graduated from Interlake
High School in Bellevue in 1983.
He got involved in student government as a floor representative
in Morrison Hall during his freshman year.
"It was almost bY. accident that
I was elected to AS," he said. He
turned his application in for
Council Position 3 in the fall of
1984, as an afterthought. He said
he was surprised that he won. He
was re-elected last fall, then gave
up his council seat when he was
elected finance vice president
March 13.
He is enthralled with student
government and won't rule out
the possibility of running for
president next year: " I'm looking at that. I love beirtg involved."
McNeill is majoring in communications and is minoring in
Russian. He hopes to put his
Russian to use this summer when
he ·will tour the Soviet Union.
Another thing he hopes for in the
Soviet Union is an addition to his
hat collection.
" I hope to get one of those big
fur hats," he said. His collection
~ontains more than 20 unique
Cmc1 ••• •Ne 16)

$25,000 per year, through the $5

add-on fee for PE classes. This
figure is based on 1984-85 enrollment levels.
•$10,000 per year is to be
generated through the university
conference center by adding a $1
surcharge to ~1~c r::gistration fee
of participant:, m universitysponsored athletic camps and
clinics. Conference Center Manager Karen Neubauer said $10,000
could be raised by adding the $1
fee .
•$6,000 per year is to be-raised
through a 20 percent increase of
the $9-per-year locker and $6-peryear towel fee. This wiJJ raise

these to $10.80 and $7 .20 respectively.
•The Associated Students are
to contribute $5,000 per year from
their service and activities
budget.
•The university athletic budget
will be assessed $5,000 per year
but, according to Sperber, none of
the $55,000 generated will be used
for un~versity athletics.
.. The general public users fee is
designed to raise $4,000 per year.
The fee will be $2 per day, $30 per
quarter and $65 per year for
individuals and $4 per day, $60
per 4,
and $100 per year for
families.

'DNA discoverer gives
lecture to 'lay Pe0p1e'
by Paul Mueller
Staff Reporter

.Dr. Francis Crick, who won a
Nobel 1 Prize for his pa rt in discover ing the structure of the
DNA molecule, called for improvements in high schoo~ sdence educ.-ltion in a s~h at
Spokane's Ridpath Hotel Ap~O 15.
Crick called the speech; pre- ·
sented by EWU as parf of its
Academy Business Community
· program, "a talk fo1· lay people."
·· The distinguished-looking,.,scientist gave his large audience a
quick introduction to the roles of
DNA and proteins in living cells,
sketched the progress of DNA
research since the early 1950s,
and discussed the impact of that
research on several areas of biological and medical science.
His ~nth~sklstic whirlwind survey of molecula.r biology, which
see1 d to leave many in the
aud ,..:nce struggling to catch up,
compared living cells to tiny
chemical factories, and likened
the genetic code carried by DNA
to arrangements oif letters in an
alphabet.
Crick said the public needs to
acquire· a basic understanding of
biotedmc]ogy, in ei:rder to deal
with the mo:.·al a nd ethical problems associated with the new
science.
He cited concerns about recombinant DNA research as a p1·oblem caused by a lack of public
understa~ding of the technology
involved. "It is very important
that ... decisions not be based
on irrational fears," Crick said,
and went on to emphasize his
belief that basic biological science needs to be taught early in
the educational process, while
students are still eager to learn.

Crick said the world is in the
middle of a "biological revolution," the first stage of which
began with the discovery of the
double helical structure of DNA,
t.he genetic material common to
almost all life on earth. He 'and
his colleagues, James D. Watson,
and M.H.F. Wilkins, made that
discovery in 1953, and for it
received the Nobel Prize for
physiology of medicine in 1962.
The revolution's second stage,
Crick said, came about ten years
ago, when researchers developed
techniques to cut, transfer, and
rejoin segments of DNA molecules. He called the development
of these techniques " an extraordinary achievement,' ' which
led to the ability to duplicate
substances such as human insulin
in the laboratory.
The third stage, according to
Crick, is the future , which he said
is very hard to predict even a
few years in advance.
Crick said he thought the structure of the entire human genetic
code, of which relatively lit.tie is
now kno n. could be worked out
within the next ten years: given
sufficient funding . He said such
funding might be equivalent to
the cost of a few pieces of
military hardware, such as bombers, and added that he does not
expect it to become available in
the near future.
He concluded the speech by
briefly describing the impact of
biotechnology on several ar·e as of
biological and medical science.
Among those he mentioned were
his current area of interest,
neurc;biology, and also cell biology, inherited genetic diseases,
tropical diseases, cancer, heart
disease, AIDS, and old age.
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Opinion
Ally response: fear

U.S. takes world load
on its back, finally

by Chris LeBlanc
Editor
_
The recent U.S. bombing of Libya cannot be said to have
shocked many people, but it has stirred debate around the
world.
U.S. intent to take retaliatory action against Khaddafi's regime
has been clear since last week. President Reagan stated he had
support at home and began a wholehearted effort to muster
support abroad.
The only support Reagan really had anchored down is that of
Great Britain. How could Margaret' Thatcher, England's Prime
Minister, have said no? Approximately two years ago, Thatcher ·
relied on U.S. refueling and reconnaissance aircraft and bases to
support her in England's battle with Argentina in the Falkland
Islands. In the political world they call it returning favors.
What Reagan got from West Germany, Italy and France was
more or less neutrality. U.S. F-111 s en route from England to ·
the target rone had to fly around France because of its refusal
to lift a policy denying foreign military aircraft the right to fly
over that country's airspace. Yet all three governments chose
to keep protests about the obviously imminent attack silent.
Now that the deed has been done, these same nations who
kept their peace through the planning stage are crying out in
horror. Now they seem to be choosing their sides. Could this
perhaps be in response to fear? Fear that the terrorism running
rampant acr~ Europe will esr..alate in their countries?
I have heard the opinion of more than one person that the
U.S. has reduced itself to Khaddafi's level, th.at the great United
States of America has becc;me a terrorist.
If retaliation against a nation that has OJ?Cnly supported acts
that result in the death of innc>eeklt peopJe from all nations,
those who have committed no crime except for fulfilling the lifelon~ dream of world tra~el, chil~n who ~ave ~>nly begun to
realiz.e the wonders of hfe, servicemen who decide to explore .,
the cultural experiences offer~ in a foreign1country, then you
are right, the U.S. is a terrorist.
Perhaps my opinion is based on my love affair with life. Not
only my own, but the belief that everyone is entitled to live
and die naturally. The misfortune of the affair is that this
country has to find itself in ttie bowels of that which it · hates
most in order to begin the long process of riddini the world of it.
To say that all avenues of approach have not been a.ttempted
is wrong. The U.S. has issued waminp for a number of yea '
that it would retaliate against sources. of terrorism. This courat
has attempted to rally support for ~nomic san~tions agaiM
Libya to no avail. Now, the U.S. has fmally taken on ~e ent ·
burden for the rest of the world.
t
'
•
It is certainly true that Libya is not the only nati@n which ·
supports terrorism. There are many counties er.dersing terrorism
as a way to strike back at the U.S. for political reasons.
Libya's reason is that we give military ·support to Israel-a
oountry that has battled with Libya almost eternally. Their
method of retaliation is terrorism: indiscriminate killing of civilians of all nations.
I realize that terrorism will get worse before _it.. gets· better.
But, I believe .it will get better. Libya is an example pure and
simple, an example to other nations who support similar acts of
viole~. Libya is the beginning of this country's fulfillment of
its promise to combat terrorism.

BOT shoWdn~t ~
housing fee hike

U.S. 'bu]ly on the block'
.hurt international relations
by Chad Hutson

News Editor

Sitting in dorm rooms or apartments, students
wonder how the recent aitacks by the U.S. on
Libya will affect them, if at all.
·
So you want to go to Europe to study? Or
just for a visit?
Perhaps you may want to see world peace
come together more quickly or even have the
United States be perceived as the good guys in
the world.
You better think again after Monday's incidcnt'i.
· attacks on Libya have not only hurt
·anal relaticns as well as stopping poo. ·umn~it advances in peacemaking and intrd considerations with Asia, but this
affect us at lrome.
~kiqg to travei abroad for pleasure·
· ~r,rotably find in a few weeks that
,
,;ia fJights out of the U.S. to some of
the "' .-~· Eu.opean countries. Why? Because
of in~,atif: tem,rism ain::ioo at Americans.
Th•~ i.;,1Itc:u States military bases will also be
areas of interest to Khadaffi and his group. Do

any of you have friends on military bases located O\!er in Europe?
It is too early to get specific on economic
problems that might arise, but already economic
advisers to the President have said they expect
trading to drastically drop with other countries,
particularly the OPEC nations.
Enjoy the 90-cent-per-gallon unleaded while
it lasts.
That may be a bit premature but it is a possibility and one that could affect other areas of
our lifestyle as well.
How can the United States, one player on a
worldwide team, act in response to terrorism for
the whole team? They shouldn't, but did. Now
we, the citizens of ttie United States, suffer the
conseqt.!ences of the attack in all of the above
wa-_v5,
The current administration said it was trying
to put an end to terrorism. Great idea, but they
"ttacked an international actor; terrorism is an
individual act.
Did the innocent humans who perished in
the attacks die because acts of terrorism or because the bully on the block decided the end
justifies the means?

Campus cop; urge theft preventjc)Q
The University Pom~e Department would like to take this
opportunity to inform the Eastern Washington University Community about a crime that occurs
daily on our campus. The crime
is theft.
Students, faculty, staff and
visitors have been victims of
theft on our campus. The primary reason why theft occurs is
because we, as a group, allow it
to. Unlocked office doon, unattended backpacks and windows
left open overnight all contribute
to the problem. The bottom line is
that we make it very easy for
someone to steal our property.
Below are some guidelines to
follow to prevent theft:

On the agenda today at Eastern's Board of Trustees meeting
is a request for approval of a five pei:cent increase in
room and board rates for on-campus housi11g residents during
the 1986-87 academic year.
·
We're told this increase accomplishes the objectives of
"compensation for inflation, allowance of minimal capital
improvements, and preserving.a fund balance at a minimally
acceptable level." No one can question that these are
admirable objectives, however there is more to the pursuit
that raises some questions.
STUDENTS:
First, ~~e cost increases are beginning to be an annual
occurrence. Room and board rates were increased five
Consider alternatives to the
wooden shelves at Tawanka. All
percent this year from their 1984-85 level and · now another
increase is proposed.
.
you have to do is add up how
What is happening to the money that is being collected?
much the contents of your backCertainly 11ome of .it is swallowed by the automatic annual
pack is worth to realize what a
deficit accrued to the univeraity dining servi~es in the PUB,
good barpln a locker or short
which is a part of the Housing and Dining budget. In 19R-85 the • walk back to your dorm ii. 'lbll is
ayste!ft lost over MO.~ in operatma_ the PUB · Dining
the area that is bit the hardest by
~ev•, eapecially around the
(cMtl II 1 a 111111 S.

end of the quarter.
office or vehicle, an unlocked
· H you leave your dorm room,
door is an open invitation.
even for a short time, lock the
Windows are another problem
door. Stereos, records, clothes· area. It is one of life's realities
and jewelry can be stolen in a
that some buildings on our cammatter of seconds.
. pus are uncomfortably warm
U you plan on selling your
during the summer months, how•
books back to the bookstore at.the
ever, much of the EWU property •
end of the quarter, put an identistolen from offices exits through
fying mark somewhere inside the
windows. Before you leave for the
text, then record where the mfl!'k
day, make it part of your routine
is and the title/author of. the book
to close and lock all windows, as
in a separate location. H you are· well as desks, ·o r any area that
going to keep your books, write
contains money and/or equipyour name and student I.D. numment. · ·
ber on the inside cover of the text.
Also, when using the Pliase
Also, when using the Phase
facilities, obtain a locker and
facilities, again, add up how
keep it locked at all times, which
much ~ contents of your athleincludes during showers, saunas,
tic bag is worth to realize what a
etc.
good bargain ·a locker is. Once
All of the above suggestions
you are ready to leave the locker
will help cut down on the number
room to begin your activity, your
ot thefts at EWU. H you are a
belon&lnp lhould be locked in
victim of a theft, report lt Immeyour · locker. ,Also, when taking
diately to the Univenity Police
lhowera,orleavtngyourlocker
Department at 35N300. We will
for any reason - lock it.
complete a formal police report
on the theft that will aid in both
STAFF AND FACULTY:
the pouible recovery of your
' 1be moat important thing to
property. an., any insurance
remember is to lock It! Be it your
claims you may have.
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Campus Forun1
Correspondence

Air strikes victimized
innocent people, again

-

on Walter's Wr 'ds:

by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

Column left out important events
Jess Walter's recent column ( "Cheney
spring br, .ak rivaled Palm Springs," April 3)
did a fairly good job in summarizing the
highlights of our community celebration.
Walter missed three highly significant
events, however. Normally I would not write
to criticize a fellow journalist. But because
these events were inspired by Eastern
students -- whose actions, I feel, have a major
role in shaping the destiny of our fair city -- I
felt they should be mentioned.
Eastern. students are noticeably apathetic
when it comes to civic involvement, except, of
course, when something occurs that'threatens
their pocketbooks. That's why the "Dunk a
planning commissioner booth" was such a
success Tuesday of spring break week. The
event was held late in the afternoon, of course,
to allow EWU students to get out of bed.
Proceeds, which totalled in excess of
$7,000,000, will go to pay bus fare for all
students who are forced to move to Spokane
and have to commute if the Cheney City
Council passes the revised zoning ordinance.
Eastern students are also deeply committed
about foreign affairs, as the letters to the
editor section of this week's paper seems to
indicate.
Ever since the EWU Board of Trustees sold
all their Kruggerands to bt · melted down to
use for fillings in the EWU dental clinics -located in Spokane to help boost the image of
creating Spokane-based, sparkling smiles -protest of EWU's South African involvement
has been muted.
.
That's why Wednesday's "Pick .l Nie"
raffle was sue:h a success during spring break.
For $2, students were able to send away for
bubble gum cards with their favorite Nicara-

011 _
traveling

guan Sandinista leader's picture emblazoned on front. H's rumored the event was the
main catalyst behind The Easterner editor's
decision to use such a tremendous amount of
space in_ last week's paper for a severalmonths-old Reader's Digest reprint.
The final event of spring break week not
noted by Walter was not participated in by
EWU students, who by that time had managed
to consume enough liquor to pass out in
anticipation of the "Really, Really Big Extravaganza and Chili Feed."
Fortunately, students from other schools
were able to oblige.
Ever since 95 percent of EWU athletes ·
decided they didn't like to drink at Showalter's Hall Tavern anymore, taking their
business and the faint- and fickle-hearted
EWU student crowd across the street with
them, Thursday nights at Showie's have
proven a good time to have a quiet beer, in
pleasant company.
·
Thursday night during spring break was no
exception, with Ivy League students adding a
nice touch. Students from Harvard and Yale,
playing Trivial Academic Darts Pursuit,
managed to rout a University of Georgia
contingent, chasing them across the street
while gleefully chanting, "G.P .A. ! G.P.A. ! "
As I mentioned before, these events seemed
worthy of coverage, and weren't mentioned
by Mr. Walter. Please don't take it too hard,
though, Jess. I realize you are an EWU
stud~nt. And actually, your writing is rather
funny .
' ,Almost as funny, that is, as the actions of
the majority of the student population at
Eastern Washington University .
Robert Siler, Editor
Cheney Free Press

evangelists: .

'Bible thumpers' seek martyrdom
Your outrage at the treatment of the "Bible
thumpers" who recently preached in the plaza
overlooks one important detail which is that
people with their mentality seek martyrdom.
If they weren't abused, they wouldn't feel
justified or fulfilled. The students who abused
them were doing them a favor, strengthening
their jaded view of the reality in which they
live. Just as some members of other nations
seek holy death by driving a bomb-loaded
truck into a marine compound so do some
Christians, filled with hatred for the gift of life
God gave them, seek death and martyrdom.
Another error in your analysis is your claim
that those who argued reasonably with them
acted sensibly. Those who consult their Bibles
and try to rlebate the evangelists might just as
well go argue with apes. Most evangelists live
in another century, in dark tim~, 2000 years

ago when superstition and ignorance thrived,
when people, for one example, burned •'witches,'' i.e. older women suffering irom palsy
or epileptic fits Qr when people suffering from.
the loss of blood through injury were bled. To
waste :reason on the irrational is irrational.
~urther, those evangelists were nof Christians. They were filled with th~ plague of the
Old Testament. They were people of law

rather than people of the spirit. Note how
often they had to co,nsult their Bibles for every
detail of how they should live their lives.
Wasn't that the attitude of the earlier Jewish
community which Christ came to change and
modify? It's been my understanding that
Christ came to fulfill the spirit of the law and
not to twist the coils of law tighter. Those
evangelists' whole mentality is bound up in
law and judgement. No rt~al spirit of love
mr,vesthem.
Finally, you act as if they were people of
faith. Faith is act of imagination, a leap into
the unknown. Faith requirfS a belief in
metaphor and symbol, in fiction and parable,
a belief that God is the ultimate Unknowable,
always hidden by reality from the simple
minds of men. Their literalism, their dependency on the Bible and law. proves their
materialism. Deprive them of the authority of
their Bible and their faith would fly out the
window. To believe in a God of the Universe
without any proof of his existence whatsoever
is an obvious act of faith. But to clutch and
cling and refer constantly. to ink and paper,
cloth and chemical, binding and glue for proof
of your faith is no act of faith but proof
materialism lurks at the heart of your belief.
George Thomas
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As America celebrates its new-found vigor and relentlessness dealing with terrorism, it seems few people actually
realize what happened during the recent American air strikes
in Libya.
Innocent peopl~ were killed, people who had nothing to do
with terrorism and who are no more evil than you or I.
The deaths of Libyan civilians and military personnel have
become nothing more than a symbol, a warning to those who
would terrorize the United States. Any time people's lives are
stolen from them to send a message to someone else or to
illustrate a _point, it is a brutal crime.
'
That's what terrorism is.
Nobody can condone the acts of terrorism perpetrated
against the United States or any other country. But to force an
end to the killing of innocent people by killing other innocent
people is cruel and ludicrous.
.
The idea that military personnel are any less "innocent"
than civilians is a strange concept. Were the marines killed in
Lebanon last year any less victimized than any others singled
out by terrorists.
Yet we are all supposed ~o sleep better knowing that our
country's bomb8 were only aimed at military targets. (Even
though civilian neighborhoods and a few of our allies'
embassies were hi.t, accidently.)
I really doubt that Libyan soldiers control foreign policy any
morP. than our own soldiers do,
The deaths are a message to Colonel Khadafi.
"We r,~sponded in the only language Mr. Kha ,... afi seems to
understar!d," said President Reagan. It is obvious that Mr.
Reagan is also fluc~nt in this language.
_ It has been s:!jd lhat Reagan views war as if it were a movie.
The bombing of Lii-,ya emphasizes that point.
Good guys and bad guys in the movies are easy to tell apart.
In the end, the good guy licks the bad guy for being such a
louse. In real wars, the good guy licks the friends relatives
and naive employees of the bad guy to warn the bad guy that
he should stop supporting other really bad guys.
"What we have to concentrate on, is the United States doing
what'~ right," said Secretary of State George Schultz. Is the
bombing of people not responsible for terrorism in reaction to
terrorism "right?"
It would be interesting to see how much money was spent on
last week'_s militar~ action. That money would probably go a
long "'lay m _searchmg for the real terrorist and stepping up
security at airp~rts and other possible targets.
An incident like this pulls a nation together. The nationalism
that comes from it can be as dangerous as any bomb, however.
When people start discounting the lives of people of another
country they become as barbaric as terrorists.
Rather than acting like the most powerful country in the
world, couldn't the United States have acted like the most
civilized, or the most just? Instead of reacting with blind
emotion and nationalistic prid~, couldn't the United States
have ac,ted judiciously and patiently?
I can understand the rationale behind the strike and I can
certainly understand the frustration that American~ feel when
they hear about the countless acts of terrorism.
One of the airstrike targets was a frogman training camp.
Thank goodness our president hact_the courage. to protect us
from the evil Libyan frogmen , who were undoubtedly just
minutes from snorkeling up on the Florida coast.
Tl-1ere is nothing we can do now, the U.S. has struck. I just
wish we weren't so damned proud of ourselves.

Housing fee from page
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service and is projected to lose over'$90,000 in 1985-86. It seems
that somewhere in the operation of University Dining Services
there must be some management breakdown that continually
permits the loss of this amount of money. Is it appropriate,.that
students become the revenue source responsible for paying the
costs of this mismanagement?
The third objective listed above states that the desire to
maintain a ''fund balance at a financially acceptable level.''
What is "financially acceptable" to some may be excessive to
others. Just how great a fund balance is needed?
Since the university takes interest income from the Housing
and Dining system and spends it on intercollegiate athletics
($62,500 in 19S5-86), it stands to reason that with an extremely
high fund balance in Housing and Dining, the financially
troubled athletic program stands to benefit. While this income
isn't directly student generated, it is derived from student

generated funds. Therefore, essentially this interest income
spent outside of the Housing and Dining system is an increased
cost to students.
Because of questionable management in the Dining Services
portion of the Housing and Dining budget and the realloc~ tion of resources to the frivolous pursliit of public
relations, the proposed fee increase for the University Housing
and Dining system is unfair and unwarranted and therefore
should not be considered.
Pat Davidson
1985-86 ASEWU president
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Wilson stresses
need for blacks

to maintain identity
by Molly A. lksic
Staff Reporter

Philicia Wilson was one of
three blacks attending RandolphMacon College, an all white
women's school in Lynchberg,
Virginia, and said she found the
college to be frustrating. She quit
school after her first year and
married.
Wilson said she was isolated
from her culture and no one at the
colleGe was concerned about her
progress. If the college would
have had supportive services
Wilson said, she would hav;
continued there. But instead, it
took her 12 years to ·complete her
undergraduate work.
Wilson graduated in 1983 from
EWU with a B.A. in Journalism
and a seconda~1' emphasis in
psychology. She is currently
working on her Master's of
Science in Counseling.
Wilson sai<tafte~ she ~ti.d completed her B.A. itegree she wanted to work for a year and found a
job with Eastern's Black Studies
Program in 1984.
,
"I enjoy working with the
Black Education Program
(BEP), it's a way of life" said
Wilson, who is secretary' 2 and
a~sistant adviser for BEP.
Wilson said it is important for
bJack students to maintain their
identity and their ability to function in both white and black
societies. Black students are
needed to "re-educate their own ·
peoph/ ' about their heritage,
Wilson said. .
Wilson hopes she can advise the
app,·oximately 150 black students
on campus through their educa~
tionatEWU.
Wilson hopes she can advise the
approximately 150 black students
on campus through their education at EWU.

Heeltive /Jtc.,

Wilson saiu the black students
need motivation from the professors because these students are
in a "high-risk situation," and
need encouragement to finish
school.
Wilson said there has been a
decline-of blacks going on to earn
a college education. She thinks
the cause starts at the public
education level. She said more
minoriti~ are going to pu_blic
schools and less teachers are
minorities. The black educators
are disproportionate in education
and therefore fewer minorities go
on for furthe::- education.
EWU has maintained a fairly
steady enrollment of blacks, however, the school suffers lack of
enrollment in the master's programs.

EWU's black population is primarily from the Pacific Northwest. The few students from
Chicago '~have the hardest time
coping," s~id Wilson. Social and
psychological problems are reasons why students leave school
after four years or less.
BEP also serves as '' a bloodline,'' said Wilson, between the
black comn:unity and its people.
This is why it is so important to
counsel ~em through school and
encourage them to strive for an
education. The BEP "redefines
the black'. experience," said Wil-

son.
EWU had the only black autonomous program in the state
according to Wilson. The effectiveness of the BEP comes into
mind with each budget cut. For
the last two years the black
. education department has been
without a counseior and recruiter. Because of the cu~, Wilson
wonders just how effective the
program is for the students. She
isn't asking for an expansion, but
rather to maintain the program
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Honercomb Room & Queen Room
108 G StrNt, ~ y , WA 11004
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Eagle AmbassadoF
positions opening

effectiveness. She believes the
BEP can reach its goa~s a·nd
objectives if the budget allocations were reinstated.
Wilson has publications in various newspapers, Qlack Family
Magazine and did some editing in
~urope. She also worked as an
·l1• ,lormation Specialist for the
U.S. Government at Langley Air
Force Base Virginia, and as an
employment counselor in Virginia. As a result of this cultural
exposure, Wilson said she "can
tolerate more." She has the
ability to learn from people of
different cultures and hol)\,"S that
they learn from her in return.
Wilson had received an award
of recognW - n of academic
achievement from the National
Council for Black s·tudies, for her
work with the black university
students.
Wilson,' content with her work,
said she has a "commitment to
black youth," and in aiding them
she rect!ives self-satisfaction.

by Mary Kay White
· Staff Reporter

The Eagle Ambassadors are a
team of volunteer students who
are ~oinmitted to the goal of
promoting EWU to new and
prospective students.
"We need students who want to ·,
be a part of the team," stated
Lauren Pemberton of the Office
of Admissions.
I_n th~ir efforts to promote the
un1vers1ty, students will assist in
the planning and hosting of university events, campus tours and
new student organizations. Involved s~udents will also go back
to the high schools they graduated ~rom_ and share their EWU
experiences;
.
The Office of Admissions announced the formation of the

group last week. With the intent
of completely forming the Eagle
Ambassador team by the end of
May, applications are being accepted until May 1. Students can
find the applications at any infofrn.ati!)!} desk in the PUB, resj-:!ence halls· or Office of Admissions.
It is a great opportunity for
studer;its who have available
time, a. commitment to the university and the desire to strengthen and demonstrate their Ieadership qualities. Although s.tudents do not receive money or
credits for their pa~_ti,cipation·, a·
letter of recommendation on
placements for jobs will be added
to each individual's file.

Packtwoy~of~ROfC
·into six weeks.

You can do it with o~r Two-Year Program. We'll send vou to a special six-week Basic
Camp the summer between your second and third years of. college. And that will make
up for the first two ye&&'9 of Army RO'fC.
·
After that, it's back to college, earning an extra $100 a month up to ten month
year. Learning leadership principles that will put you way ahead i~ almost any care::
military or civilian.
'
If you're transfening from junior college, or from some other reason were -unable to
take Army ROTC your first two years, you can still catch up. In the Army ROTC T •
Year Program.
.
wo
Army ROTC. The more you look at it, the better it looks·.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
AT THE BEEHl¥E
Biscuits and Gr~vy, 1 Egg and Hashbrowns .............. $2.59 ·
~ot Beef Sandwich; Soup and Salad ..................... $3.25 ·
lsh Night Friday .......... .. .................. $3.95 and up ·
Steak Night Saturday_.......................... $2.95 and up

NOW PLAYING-JACKSON Y.HE MAN IN BLACK

FRl.•SAT. PLAY BLACKJACK FOR FUNIII
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Family PlanAing
"It Makes ·sense"
• All Birth Con&rol Methods & Supplies • Day & Evening· Hours
• Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
• Community Education
• Medica~& Social Service Referrals .
• Accessible - 3 location,
c ·
• C6nfidential, Low-cost services

.
·
Plann~ Parenthood
0 , ol Spokaae

Call 326-21421for. info~mation or an. appointment ·

W. 521 Garland • Spokane,

This summer the Army ROTC Basic Camp In Kentucky can give you th t
ship training neceuary to compete for a commlulon • an Army
OBl!.IGATION Involved with yow: participation In Basic Cam f
.
contact Cpt. HIiiing In Cadet Hall. EWU al 359-61CM or toll free
or call 359-2386.
.
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Jeff Omeron, Hidde Hannenburg, Fifi, Karl Boyet and Cherie Byrd.

Local band labors
in_ relative obscurity
by Eric.Albrecht ,
Features Editor

.,

There is a secret that is being
kept from a majority of the bars
and taverns in SJ>Qkane. Most of
these local establishments that
feature live music play it safe,
booking only watered down top 40
acts, and submerged underwater
heavy metal. This is a,1 the
average Spokanite has ~n exposed to since their 21st b:irthdays, so they really don't know
hetter. This is obvious by the
coliseum these people have been
putting up with concerts for
years.
The secret that is being kept
from these establishments, their
management and patrons is Spokane'. s best bar band. Th~ Exploding fifis are the most fun you
can have in this area. Instead of
watered down top 40 garbage, the
Fifis play upbeat, extremely
danceable new wave music.
The band features Jeff Omeron
on lead vocals .and backing percussion, occasional keyboards
and live comedy; Cherie Byrd on
vocals and •keyboards; Hidde
Hannenburg on guitar and
vocals; Karl Boyet on bass and
vocals; and Rick Bryceson, the
latest Fifi, on drums, and yes,
vocals.
Being an equal opportunity
·band, everyone gets songs to
sing. In the case of ,Byrd, it's an
unnecessary one. She could stand
up on stage, smile and recit the
alphabet and still be vastly entertaining.
The Exploding Fifis regularly
pack the handful of bars that
book them, on the O'Benders,
· Red Lion, Henry's Pub and
Ahab's Whale circuit.
"These guys are really a lot of
fun, and they always bring in a
huge bunch of fun people," Craig
Heimbigner, owner and manager
of the Red Lion Tavern said. "We

cording studio, alternative m&Jsic
store · and independent record
label.
Before Jarboe's suggestir.;11, the
band was· kicking arour.u names
like Wave-Os, or Ranchos Waveos.
"I had this really weird vision
of a song that began with seve:ral
poodles blowing up, then segued
into music," Jarboe said, using
graphic sound effects. "Maybe a
woman's voice calling Fifi I
Fifi! Thu~ the Exploding Fifis
W€re born." .
·
This is a very sharply dressed
and coiffed band, for those who

med to keep their feet from
tapping, and sending the informed into epileptic-type fits.
Coupled with Hannenburg's
sparse guitar lines and Byrd's
keyboard work extraordinaire,
this is a pretty winning combination.
I can't speak for all the male
members in an Exploding Fifi's
audience, but it's almost a religious experience when the luscious
Byrd takes the center stage to
belt out "I· Like Boys," a Missing
Persons EP rarity, or "Because
I'm Blond," a Julie Brown tune.
"There is no real organized

take stock in such matters. ·fhey
bell bottom jeans here, as in
get
their stage clothes from Rock
many of the larger Spokane
Bottom
and their hair cut by
taverns.
Cheney's own Jazz Hair Design .
A lot of people are scared of the
Most important is their music .
Exploding Fifis, because their
(
1
·,vering bans like INXS, Talking
name conjures up images of
·leads,
Split Enz, The Red Hot
degenerates with mohawks slam
Chili Peppers, Missing Persons
dancing, conducting g~ng rapes
~md David Bowie, the Fifis make
and picking their. noses . In fact,
dancing a necessity without lowyou're more likely to see a young,
ering themselves to the disco
urban professional -pogoing or
depths. This is what is caJled
sipping a designer.beer. "A little
dance rock.
kbg, please," is a common
There is no other band in town
phrase at an Exploding Fifis
that
plays Elvis Costello, The
show.
"We could probably play a lot . Vapors, The Clash and Baltimora. This is only scratching the
of the bigger·clubs, like Fun City,
surface of the Exploding Fifis
with a different name and the
musical repertoire.
same music," Omeron said. He is
Dual percussionists ~dd a
an intense, moody guy, who acts
depth to their sound that m~st
sort of like a,short, tubby. blonde
area bands are seriously lacking
David Byrne on stage. "People
in their live shows. On certain
seem scared of the name, espeINXS and Split Enz numbers, the
cially-those who haven't seen the
Exploding Fifis present a far
act. We like what we're doing,
superior version than the orithough."
ginal. ·
According to Omeron, the
. Omeron and Bryceon, combinname Exploding Fifis was just an
ing
with Boyer on bass, gives the
idea suggested by Bill Jarboe,
music its heart , making it diffiarea musieian and driving force
cu even for the most misinfor· behind the "We Got Records" re-

method of selecting songs for the
show ,'' Omeron commented .
"We all just bring in stuff that we
like and try working out arrangements ." Bill (Jarboe) and Kvyn
(Miller ) from " We Got" have
been trying to influence us a lot
lately, loaning us records that
they think we could do pretty
well. ''

try to have them in .here at least
one .weekend a month. They must
have one of the most loyal following of any of the local bands ."
Seeing the Exploding Fifis in a
bar is like stepping into another
world, outside of the fair environs
of the Lilac City. If it weren't-for
their crowd pleasing ": Hate
Spokane" chorus on a cover of a
Squeeze song, you can almost
pretend that you 're in a real city,
a place where there are a lot of
people who listen to music recorded after the year 1974. There are
no people \·· :: '·,ng sideburns,
leisure suits, big oelt buckles or

The Fifis recently broke into
some new territory, playing an
original number, "Over Target,"
penned by Hannenburg. They had
taken a lot of heat for being
,"merely" a cover band, but the
live performance of "Over Target," saved for their last number,
is aH excellent mesh of the band
members individual talents, as
well as being po'litically topical.
Recent additions to the Fifis
show include a Red Hot Chili
Peppers number, a Grace Jones
song, and a hopping version of •·•1
Saw Her Standing There, " by a
band that was famous .a few
years back.
If you're looking for an evening
of non-smiling bar action, posing
and looking attractive for members of the opposite sex you don't
really care about, stay away
from an Exploding Fifis show. If
you want to go to a bar where
the people are friendly and the
dance floor is packed, check out
the Fifis at one of these coming
shows:
O'Benders Bar
April 23-26
Ahab's Whale April 31-M.ay 3
Henry 's PUB
May 7-10
Red Lion Tavern May 15-17

MAKE FUNDRAISING CALLS FOR THE

Spokane Symphony
Orchestra
FLEXIBLE EVENING HOURS:

SUNDAYS~HURSDAYS,6-9pm
MINIMUM 9 HOURS/WEEK

EARN $5 - $10

PER HOUR
CALL

MARY CURTIS
4 - 10 pm
328-2444
l
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-Classical Pianist perfor~
leCtures here tomorrow
by Arlene Mitchell
Staff Reporter

Robin· McCabe, a native of the
Pacific Northwest, will perform
on Friday, April 18, at 8 p.m. in
the Music Building Recital Hall
as part of the "Music Times
Three" artist series . Admission
is $8 lor general public and free
for EWU students with I.D. .
· In addition to the evening concert, McCabe will present a
. lecture on "Women in Music" at
rioon Friday at the Women 's
Center, Monroe Hall 114. There
wil, be no charge for the lecture.
1
'fhe solo recital will include
three sonatas by Scarlatti, the
Sonata in G Major Hob. #40 by
Haydn, the Sonett~ 104 del ·Petrarcha, "Pace non · Trovo" by
Liszt · (which has been recorded
by her), several selections by
Chopin and "Concert Etudes

Based on Songs of George Gershwin" by.Gershwin and Wild.
During the week following her
r~ital , she will serve as a guest
piano adjudicator for the Spokane Allied Arts Festival.
The New Yorker magazine
chose McCabe as the subject of a
recent feature article describing
the progress of a young Julliard
student from the state of Washington who becomes a successful
artist.
article has been expanded into a full-length biography, "A Pianist's Progress," by
Helen Ruttencutter.
The New York Times has described her as "a major keyboard
artist," and she receives similar
comments from critics throughout the world. She is particularly
popular in Japan, where she is
scheduled for her third concert
tour after having had several
sold-out guest appearances with
major orchestras there. Her bio-

/\J

graphy has also been translated
and published in Japan.
After winning the 1975 Concert
Artists ' Guild Competition, which
resulted in a successful Carnagie
Recital Hall performance, McCabe made her debut at Lincoln
Center's Alice Tully Hall under a
grant from the Rockefeller Foundation . She is an alumna of the
University of Washington and the .
Julliard School, a former student
of Bela Sik1 and Rudolf Firkusny,
and is presently a member of the
Julliard faculty.
In addition to her hundreds of ·
concert performances, McCabe
is ern.r;rging as a major recording
artist. She gave the Ar..1erican
premiere performance on disc of
Stravinsky's "Firebird Suite, "
· along with a performance of
Mussorgsky's "Pictures at , an
Exhibition' ' and has made several additional recordings.

The

Museum schedules studio tour

EWU Events l
Thursday, April 17

BOT Meeting, 9 a.m . to 5 p.m., PUB Lounges A, B, C.
American Film Festival, 1 to 5 p.m., JFK Aud.
Ducks Unlimited Dinner, PUB MPR.
Play: " Dance Nouveau," 8 p.m. , University Theatre.
1

Friday, April 18 ·

Robin Mc
nist, noon, MON 114.
·'\ ·
American .r·11. ;i r .,,.;tival, 1 to 5 p.m., JFK Aud.
Movi'e: 1 "Rocky IV," 8 p.m., SHW Aud.
.
Play: "Dance Nouveau," 8 p.m., University Theatrt'. Music Times Three : Robin McCabe, pianist, 8 p.m., l\1BRH .
Saturday, April 19

Young Writers Conference, all day.
Play: "Dance Nouveau," 8 p:m., University Theatre.
Movie: "Rocky IV," 8 p.m., SHW Aud.

T~e Cheney Cowles Memorial
J\·.,.useum has organized a· first
annu.~l tour of artists' studios on
May 11! from 1 to 5 p.m. (Mother's Day~. The tour is designed to
increase the community's understanding and appreciation of the
artists in Spokane through exposur~ to the artists' environment.
Too few people in this community
are aware of the wealth of talent
that Spokane has in its resident
artists. By encouraging the publie to visit selected artist's studi~ it' is hoped that - better com-

Academic Senate, 3 to 5 p.m., JFK Aud.
~esday, April 22

Concert: Hunter Davis, noon, MON 114.
ASEWU, 3to6 p.m. , PUB CC.

Cheney Cowles Memorial Museum, W 2316 1st Avenue, or at any
artist's studio during the tour
day. Reservations are requested
to aid in .,,ur planning. Call
456-3931 for rE,servations.
Casual attire is recommended . .
Children under twelve are asked
not to a~tend. Car pooling is
encouraged because parking is
limited at several locations .
Maps off the tour are available
from the museum. Complete instructlons for directions are ineluded with the maps.

Hunter Davis announces concert
· North Carolina singer, songwriter, and guitarist, Hunter
Davis will give a concert at the
EWU Women's Center at noon on
Tuesday, April 22 in Monroe 114.
Recognized as a new voice in
women's music, Davis' pop and
folk music has earned her a
national reputation as a dynamic

Sunday, April 20
Movie: " Rocky IV," 8 p.m., SHW Aud.
Monday, April 2'1

munication will develop between
the people of Spokane :nd the art
community.
Tour chairperson Colleen
Dzwinel has selected four artists
for the tour: Harold Balazs (&culptor, painter), Stev_e Adams
(glass blower), Louise Kodis (fiber artist), and Kay O'R.ourke
(painter). The tour is easily
arranged so that all four studios
can be visited in tne. four hour
period.
Tour tickets ,are $5 and can be
purchased in advance at the

performer whose mat~rial re-

she !oves to be around success ful
people because "that's what
makes you successful.''

flects Lite richnesE-; and diversity
of her region Davis has ti•o
albums to her- credit and has
plans for a third. Her performa nce crt..-dits include Harry Chapin;
George Winston, Teresa T:1111
and Barbara Higbie. Davis says

The conce1rt is free and open to
the public. F'o r more information
call Chris J,t<~ox 458-6327 (from
Spok~ne) or 3o9-'3198 (from Chen~y).

Wednesday, April Z3

Film: "The Fear That Binds Us," noon, MON lJ.4.
1bursday, April 24

Symphony
-

Play: "Dance Nouveau," 8p.m., University Theatre.

.
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-KEWC Top 20

The Spokane Symphony, under
the direction of Bruce Ferclen
will conclude its 1985-86 se2sor;
featuring Anthony and Joseph
Par~tore, duo-pianists, Tuesday,
Aprll 29, at 8 p.m. in the Spokane
Opera House.
The Paratores, who made their
professional debut with Arthur
Fiedler and the Boston Pops, won
first prize in the Mimich International Music Competition in 1~4,
the first American duo-:pianists
ever to win. Today, the Paratore
brothers are [taining national and
world recogtution for .their interpretations of duo-piano literature, and have performed with
symphonies such as the New
York,Philharmonic, the San Die:
go Symphony, Detroit Symphony ,
Chicago Symphony\ih'cheatra, as
well u in Paris, Dusseldorf,
Amsterdam~ Vi~ na, Cologne

..dLonden.
Tickets for Qle

concert,

IP.)11·

sored by ·Spolra~ton. Hotel, can. be pqrcbued at the .
!!'!cket Office in Rlverpark
Square, ,. by,· caHlns ·

.-uao.

LW TW Artist

Title

I The Outfield
2 Robert Palmer
3 Falco
4 Vitamin Z
5 The Cult
6 ZZTop
7 Alphaville

2

Weeks On
The Charts

Say, It Isn't So

Addicted To Love
5
Rock Me Amadeus
9
Burning Flame
14
She Sells Sanctuary
·stages
11
3
Forever Young
4
8 UB40
Red Red Wine
17
9 Nife Rodgers
Let's Go Out Tonight
16
l O The Style Council
Walls Come Tumblin'
Down
'
7
11 Falco
Vienna Calling
6 -,
12 Miami Sound Machine Conga!
15
13 The Replacements
Kiss Me On The Bus
19
14 Big Audio Dynamite
The Bottom Line
15 The Bangles
Manic Monday
16 The Pet Shop Boys
West End Girls
8
17 . ABC
Millionaire
18 'The Models
Out Of Mind Out Of Sight
19 Baltimora
Tm.an Boy
20 €razy8s
First Strike·
EXTRA Dire Stnits
So Far Away
EX'FRA · The Cult
Nirvana
EXTRA Joe Jacbon
.Wild West
l
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EWU_symphony violinist doµbles
as heavy metal _vocalist with Jade
by Jess Walter

Associate Editor

Rock guitarist Raymoud Vasquez doesn't think that his relationship l'.t!th Spokane Symphony
violinist Nancy Scollard is as
unusual as it sounds.
'•If you were to see her on the
bearjl you wouldn't picture her
playing violin," Vasquez says
pul1ing his hands excitedly from
the slender guitc:.r draped across
his . lap as b describes how
Scollard plays violin.
"She plays really gracefully -from the·heart. She plays like she
means it," he rambles, tossing
his thick black t.iair over his
shoulders. "Her favorite things to
play a· ;: sweet, melodious. She's
so much into it she becomes the
instr 1.1ment. That's what her mus·c is .-dl .1bout. That's what I
envy ah\lut h:~i . ·

Violin
Scollard plays violin for the
Spo~ane Symphony -- Vasquez
has played lead guitar for several
local rock bands. They r e botil in
Jat1e,-a local band. She ~:_ngs, he
plays guitar. They hav~ livea
together in Cheney for eight
months.
. Scollard, a 19-year-old · sophomore music performance major
at Easkrn Washington Unlversity, and Vasquez, an 18-year-old
freshman at Spokane Community
College, both say that their lives
revolve· around music. They're
busy, in a hurry. When music
ceases to become a hobby ar.d
becomes a way of Hfe -- an obsession -- it doesn't leave·much time
for someone else.
"Nancy devotes 98 perce~t of
her time to her music. Sometimes
I'm in there too, ir..,her music,"
says Vasquez. He says she plays
about seven hours a day.
·
Her profile is fair and soft, like
a little girl. Yet, when she speaks,
it is with a husky, confident v-0ice.

-

Loves to play
"He loves to play. He's exciting
when he plays. He has a flashy
style, he's very unique,. definitely
has his own sound." She reaches
over and touches his · shoulder. ·
His eyes squint as a·smile softens
his chiseled Mexican face.
"He usually plays very clean.
Nice left hand. Actually his two
hands together are very coordin~ted. And when he plays, both
hands become one, and his guitar
becomes one."
Raymond was born in Moses
Lake. He was five when his
parents split up and his father
moved to Spokane. He was six
when his uncle gave him his first
guitar. He says that µe taught
himself to play by just li~tening to
songs. In sixth grade he played in
Risk, his first band. He moved
back and forth, between Moses
Lake, Spokane and Chem~y. Jn
ninth grade, it was Cheap Shoes,
then a couple of garage bands.
Eleventh grade brought Arson,
then it was Access, and gigs in
local taverns and clubs. He pulled
Jade together and talked Nancy
into singing, something she
doesn't have much time for.
1bey talk of other things but
inevitably it always comes back
to music and time.
"I feel really lick when I can't
cee blm, '' lhe uya, loaklN down.
"I've been practlclnl a lot and I

just think, 'what am I doing.' It's
like I can't win. I can't spend
time with Hay and 1 can't play
my instrument. I'll never be able
to do either to the extent that I
want to."
She was born in Spokane. In
elementary school, they displayed all of the instruments in the
gym for the children to see. She
chose the violin. Her father pushed her, but she was a natural, and
never had to work wo hard. Her
teacher, Kelly Farris, the number one chair at the Spokane
Symphony, arranged · an api;earance with the symphony, when
she was a high school sophomore.
She didn't kn,,w anyone else in
high '-"hr')l in the symphony.
No\l' she plays tn Spokane's and
in EWU's symphonies.
They share common tastes in
music· -- they like it all.
"We'll listen to anything as
long as we know the people
playing it know what they're
doing," s:~·:ys · :r aymond. He
laughs at tht~ thought that a
violinist ;,ind l\ guitar player is -a
strange match.
"It's not really as awkward as
people thh1k, ·· he says, strumming unconsciously. "We really
both have a strong love of music.
Our eyes are open to it. That's
between us."

Classical
He has become more awat·e of
classical music since the two
began dating in July. He feels
that it has broadened his musical
base, a bar-e which inC!.Udes hard
rock, Christian rock and Mexican
music that his father · played
when Raymond was young.
"We'll be hearing some music-,'' he said, ''like last night, and
one of us will say, 'this is good
music to hear, but not to listen
to.' Nobody else would understand it. We just see music -everything - the same."
Nancy hopes. to one d,-:'. y tour
solo. "I want · to play things I
really like. My favorite thing is to
play solo.''
Her teacher, Kelly Farris, says
that she doesn't realize her potential yet and she doesn't realize
three-quarters of what she can
do.
"I love the violin," she says
softly. "It's all my expression. It
comes out any way I want it to. I
just know that I'm really lucky.
I'm gifted, but I don't really
apply it."
Raymond admits that sometimes he is envious, because

Nancy Scollard and Raymond Vasquez perform as· Jade.
Nancy gets paid by the symphony
for doing what she loves -- what
they both love.
He hopes one day to be able to
live off of the money he m~kes
from his music, but until then, he
commutes by bus 20 miles
school every da·y, then goes to
work at a men's formal shop.
He is thiaking about a business
major, ~,though he is enjoying
the music th~ry classes he is
taking.

to

Nervous
"I guess you have to think
about the future,'' he says, shrugging his shoulders. "Even though
I know we're not in the greatest of
financial situations, it will get
better."

Na!'\cy's best fricnd'i:; boyfriend
was in Raymond'~ band. One
night she brought :"-Janey to where
the band was playing. She -says
Raymond looked nervous the
first time she saw him play.
He had wo1·ked at the Musician's Union during the summer,
filing. When had run across her
file he had envis:uned a 30-yearol~ '· ;ioli nist. '•
"You play villlin? Wow!" he
said after recognizing the name
when they were introduced after
th~show.
The first night thty dated, they
went to her house and got her
violin and she pl~yed for him.
It's all l)appened fast since
then. After dating about three
months they told Nancy's parents
that they wanted to live togelher.
"Dad just doesn't d~g Ray's
hair," she says, touchi?1g him
lightly on the arm.
"Her parents are old fashioned," says Raymond. "But they
see the inside of people." They
get along well with her parents
now.

.

photo by Steve Wilson

They hope lo be married in
July. After that, they say, they'll
play it by ear. If one of them gets
to play music and the other
doesn't, they say that will be
airight. Raymond hor- •-· ~ Nancy
will co_ntinue to sing in his band.
"She's got a beautiful voice,"
he says. "She's got great range."
Nancy says she wouid love to
continue singing in his b?nd, but
if she were doing th.~t for a J.iving,
she would always miss the violin
very much .
Right now time is the problem .
"She goes to rehearsal, I ge,t,
home, she's gone. I don 't get to
see her until 11 (p.m.)," says
Raymo.nd.
She sees the constraints on him
too. Because of school and work,
he doesn't get to practice very
much.
"I get upset a lot because I
think about how much he can't
practice," she says. "It's like me·
not practicing. When he doesn't
practice, I feel like I lose. I want
it so much for him too, as much
as I do for me."

TEACH IN JAP~N

11
11

•

Persons with a degree and job eKperience in such fields as
advertising, publishing, engineering, business admlnisiralion,
pha~macology, llngulslics and languages wishing to teach
English to Japanese adults for one Of two years In Tokyo and
other parts of Japan should write 'to:
Personnel Manager
lntematlonal Education S.AlcH
Shin Talto lldg.
10.7, Dogenuka Z-chome, Shlbuya-ku
Tokyo, Japan 150
We ara tentatively achadullng Interview, In Seattle, San Francjaco, Chicago and Boaton In May, June and July 1988.
Further Information on the position, qualifications, ..Iary,
benefits, transportation and hOl.lalng can be obtained by airmailing a detailed ;nu,ne with a '9Clnt phot09raph to I.E.S.
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NIC f acuity votes
rio-confidence in
Barry .Schuler
contract renewed after he confronted Schuler for supressing
the school's newspaper, The Sen· Last Thursday, North Idaho
tinel.
College faculty posted a vote of
The Faculty Assembly issued a
no confidence in Barry Schuler,
formal statement over the weekprns'ident of NIC.
end stating the reasons for the
The vote asks that Schuler
vote and also the faculty belief
photo by Chad Hutson
resign his position ais univ~rsity
that Schuler practices favortism
• president because of . co~icts
i" hiring and promoting and
wit}, the student newspape: and
i mdictiveness in dismissal~ <tnd
the '4Ufl~tionable non-renewal of
demotions.
the contracts of two NIC staffers.
"It would be difficult for the
As NIC faculty await a decision
Board of Trustees to not seriously
by the college's Board of Truslook at this vote nnd act accordtees many fe:el the BOT will not
ingly to it. It should also tell them
take
the
vote
very
seriously.
the sentiment of the students and
Summer quart.e~.
Literacy
,1 and wiH be
"The BOT is the only one with
faculty
over the leadership of the
Carol Noonan, of" the Higher . able to keep about 13 to 14
'.~e power to ask Schuler tc ~i~f,
college," snid Boswell.
Education Coordinating · Board
students r~mp!oyed throughout
down :md' we feel the}' are not
"This entire situation has ih.~n
blames the late.start for the slow
the Spring and Suminer quarters. "·
taking this vote very st11·io~sly, "
handled in a cioak and dagger
response on Washington colleges.
Student s work off-campus
said Sherry Boswell, facuity as- · fashion, . but now we hope that
Colleges and universities r,artithrough District 17's Basic Adult
sembly chairwoman.
··
somet~i:.g will finally be doilf;
cipating in Washington's S~te
Educatio?t Program at B~ncroft
BosweH said the tr1.1stees met in
about the situation," said Bob
Work Study Program were inSchool, r.n~ through Project ·
an emergency ,me{lting over the
Bohac, NIC math i:istrt·.~tor.
formed of the Adult • Literi:.cv . Read, a Literacy Council in Spoweekend to dis\!uss the vote.
Bohac originally introduced the
project last month. As of Apr .,J 4,
kane that w( ·ks through area
The BOT was also handed •a
moticn two weeks &go that caHzd
eight community colleges, one
neighborhood centers. These
petition signed by siudents askfor a vote of no ccnfidence. ·
vocational technical institute and
would be likely locations for
ing for the resignation by Schuler
Bt\ard member Bev.erly Bemis
Central Washington University
Ea.s tem students to be employed
a"d for the reinstatement of two
said. last 'Neek, that the 008!'4
had applied to receive funds .
if tht University dec,des to get
NIC stafi members.
wnWd not mak•e a· decision unW.
Many of the insfiti.tions hiwe
involved in the program.
.
The student petition was drcv.-- its meeting later this month.
not had the 20 percent federal
Rin.ck says the students· e~joy
lated last week and given to the
Asked if the board had the
funds available this late in the
the work because it pays g_
ood
board Monday.
puwe:r
to ask Schuler to resign
year, according t.o Noonan. Noonwages and they cnn keep flexible •
"It's anyone's guess right now
she saicl. " I car1 't really say wh&t
an said that the board anticipates
hours. GeneraJly studentt start
what they will do. Timy ar~
powe.r: we h:!ve and don't have 2t
a much greater response next
out with c!erica] duties: not neelected by the public, not by
this time."
year w~en everyone will be startcessarily t.utoriI:.g, until volun~
Schuler, so we would hope that
ing fresh .
teers can show theiii the ropes.
Schuler's prohlems with the
they make an unbiased decision
Eastern has not put in its bid
The program is an excellent
facuity and students came after
based on education not politics,"
for state funds for this pr,,.:,ject.
opportunity for those students
he tried s1,ppressing The Sentine,
said Dr. Dennis Conners, afISoclyet. Skip- Amsden, Eastern's Dir-. entering the "he~ '1g Rrofesand
neglected to rem~w two NIC
ate dean of students.
ector c~ Planning and Placement,
sions" like educat.f.on·, drug and
staff
members who questioned
Conner~ was one of two staff
said that 2 meeting has been
alcohol abuse counseling, etc.,
Schuier's attacks on the paper. .
members who did not have his
planned for this Monday to disii,ccording to Rinck. Rinck noted
cuss the Adult Literacy program
that most jobs involve working
with university officials.
with people and that iutoring is a
"I have a sneaking suspicion
~eat way to get this experience.
officer position requires a BA
The Department of State "is
that we will plD'Sue this pro"U's a terrible thing to waste a
degree in any field. Most of these
r.urTently recruiting for security
gram,'' said Amsden.
rr.ind, ' ' said Rinck on illiteracy ;~
positions arc:, in the. Foreign Serengineer officer and security offiBut Amsden weJ\t on to explai~
f;eneral, "It <the work- study
vice.
cer positions.
that university officials want to
program) is an idea whose time
For application procedure conmake sure they understand any
has come . .. let's hope !<:
The
security
engineer
officer
tact:
Recruitment Divislon, Decosts Eastern might incur due to
works."
position
requ.ires
a
background
in
partme
nt. of State, P.O. Box 9653,
this project before any final
The success of this first stage of
electric/electronic engineering,
Rosslyn Station, Arlington, VA
decisions are made.
the Adult Literacy project will
physics
or
math.
The
security
22200.
•
Spokane Falls Community Coldetermine how much a~oney tl)e
lege is the only college in the
state will allot for it next YP.~•··
Spokane area that has applied for
Noonan said that many schools
and received pro~am funds. Don
think it's an awkward time of
ated for the fellowship, as well as
The Allard K. Lowenstein FelRinck, SFCC's Placement Offiyear tQ start· a new work study
workshops aimed at teaching the
lowship program is currently
cer, said that the college received
program but liave indicated inbasics of building coalitions beaccepting applications from stu$16,000 from the state to fund
terest in applying for funds next
tween campus and community
dents interested in serving as
their program. They will also
year.
.
groups, lobbying legislators and
congressional office interns dur~
utilize $4,000 of their federal
The program has been developmotivating students to become
ing the summer session.
f\iilds. .
ed in partnership with the U.S.
active.
Created by Americans for DeStudent response has been posi..
Department of Education and is
Students interested in applying
mocratic Action, the fellowship
tive, according to Rinck. S1'.,CC
endorsed by the Washington
for the six-week program should
offers students the opportunity to
has approximately 13 students
State Association of Student Emcontact Marge Sklencar c/o Logain on-hands knowledge of how
presen~Jy employed_in the Adult
ployment Administrators.
wenstein Fellowship, 1411 "K"
government functions and get a
Street NW, Washington, D.C.
behind-the-scenes look at politics.
20005, or call (202) ..638-6447 . DepdStudents will also attend public
.line for applications is April 30.
policy seminars specifically ereby Chad Hutson

News Editor

Washington launches program
to eliminate adult illiteracyprogr&•.

by Kathy Pring .
Staff Reporter

The st,3te of Washington has

launched a new work study program designed to reduce adult
illiteracy while utilizing federal
and Jtate 1!ollege work study
fund!, . Proclaiming the month of
April Student Employment
Month, Governor Booth Gardner
gave the· project a boost at S\
press conference in Olympia earlier this month.
.
Eastern has not made apy
plans to apply for program funds
. asofyet.
Administered by the staff of the
Higher Education Coordinating
&.~rd, ''The-St&te/Federal Work
Study Adult Literacy Pilot Projeci'' wUi allow financially needy,
student!', to be employed as ~.utors
for illit~~rate adults. The State
Work Study Program will provide 80 peF~ent of the funding for
· student tutors with the remaining
20 percent coming from the Federal College Work StQdy P.rogram. Work study students will
then be provided to non-profit
literacy centers at no cost to the
employers.
This project is the first of its
kind in the nation according to
Jim Richards, assistant press
secretary in the governor's office. Richards quoted Governor
Gardner as saying: "One out of
seven adults in Washington is
illiterate: ...Tbiu2i:agr,am is unique
.. .in,. .that it will a:µow college
students to make money for
school while at the same time
helping to solve the illiteracy
problem in Washington."
Originally the State had allocated $250,000 for this project but
· because of delays in getting the
program started $125,000 was
returned to the general fund.
·That left $125,000 available for
funding durin~ the Spring and

Security positio11s open

Congress seeks ir1terB~

. Congress from page ]-___;...,_~---a year. The Senate committee
would limit grants to $2,400, also
increasing by $200 a year.
- Botli Senate and House versions would require all students
applying for Guaranteed St.nt
1-0ans <GSLs) to pr()vide proof of
need. Currently only st~nts .
with family incomes exc~ng
'30,000 a year have to demonstrate need.
- -The House would let lll)derarads borrow up to $14,'500 under
the GSL program, up from the
current 112,500 ceiling. '!be Senate would raise the aggregate
maximum to ,11,000.
- For National Direct Student
IANlns (~~>. the House would
almoat halye present loans limits

for undergraduates, while almost
doubling loan limits for graduate
students.
The Senate committee would
retain present levels of $5,000 for
the first two years and $10,000 for
the second half of undeJlgl'aduate
studies.
!.. Both House and Senate versions provide for loan co~lidation- packages for borrowers
whose GSL and NDSL loans
exceed $1,500.
- The Senate committee would
allow proprietary schools to participate in the College Work/
Study program. 'i\nd the House
would allow Work/Study funds to
be used.Jo-1, ~rivate sector jobs,
with busirv.., ,~ paying a larger
percenta ' o~the student's wage.
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AIA takes up NeW York student's cause
l

FARMINGf. 1ALE, NY (CPS) In its ongoing campaign against
"slanted" teaching, Accuracy in
Academia has taken up.the cause
of a student who claims he was
kicked out of class and beaten up
because he questioned a professor's viewpoint.
Gerard A. Arthus, a student at
St~te University of New Yoi'k ai
Farmingdale, charges philosophy Prof. James Friel kicked him
out of class for posing what AIA
eal\s "a question exposing l . , ~!'s
ignorance.''
AJA, in a press release about
the incid€nt, adtb; Friel later
r,~fusen to readmit ..A.tt..hus to the
class -- despite having a letter
from administrators - and Ar-

U1us was removed forcibly from

class by four campus security
officers.
But Arthus subsequently al~
was t~harged by Farmingdale
police with secor:1-degree burglary and assault when th11 33year-old student tried to interfere
with polict: '4uestioning of a classmate who witnessed the incident.
SUNY-Farmingdale offidals,
moreover, say they're still investigating what happened in Frjel's
class, a~d are not yet willing to
confirm or deny Arthus' version
of the events.
For tt:le moment, Michael Vinciguerra, the school's vice pre::ident of academic affairs, believes "campus police acted totally

within bounds of their responsibilities."
"We're still gathering information on what actually happen~d,''
adds campus spokeswomtin Patricia Hill Williams.
Friel refers all questions about
the 1nci~.".lnt to campus authorities, but Les Csorba III, AIA's
executive dir~tor, actively asserts Friel was wrong.
"This is a little extreme to have
a student physically removed
from the classroom,'' Csorba
says, adding it's the first inddent
he knows of in which a stmlent
has been forcetl to leave a cla~
for questioning a professor•~
opinions.
AIA was founded last summer

to publicize cases in which professors promote liberal biases in
class.
To fiild them , AlA ,.-elies on
students to ·monitor teachers'
performances. If a student complains, AiA tries to confirm the
problem eKists and then publishes the offending professor's name
in its newsletter.
Arthus - who (lescrii>es his politics as libertarian and distributes AIA's newsletter on the Farmingdai~ campus - m~intains his
only sin was to question Friel 's
view of technology.
"He is promoting his anti-technology bias in the classroom ,' ·
Mthus chHges.
Arthus spedfi.c2l!y disagrees

with Friel's view that "man has
reached the ienith of his intellectual development, and whatever
he built in science and technology
destroys the fmviromnent.''
Friel "got upset when I confronted him and said he only has
the right to influence the students,'' Arthus says.
Friel reportedly then asked
Arthus·, "Do you have anything
else to say? If you do, I'll have to
ask you to le~vti," Arthu: contends.
Arthus claims Friel tried to
bait him, but that the student left
peacefun~,.
The student says he then went
through administrative channels
(cootinued oo page 16)
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Harrier. A V-iJ: It can rise from the ground like a helicopter, hover lfl midair~ ·
turn in any direction, then move out at transsonic speed. That means unlimited
flexibility Jor its primary mission: close air support. The Harrier . .. a revolution
in military aviation.
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GRADUA'FE AND UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
~0 -ROTC CLASSES OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
$100 A MON·TH TUI'FION·ASSISTANCE DURING SCHOOL YEAR
AVIATION
.
. AND ILAW GUARANTEES
YOUR COLLEGE YEARS COUN'F FOR P*¥ UPON COMMISSIONING
NO OBLIGATION
lihe Qfificer Selectiori1 Team - Capt. Snow and
G~SGiT Walker - will. be om ca~pus
23~27 April iril t lil·e .PUB
or CALL COl.LECT,(509) 456-3746.
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sports
Men fourth at SPU

Lady netters whipped by UI, UM
by Vicki Drake

4'\

• Staff Reporter

In women 's tennis action, Eastern walked away 6-3 against
Whitworth , but fell 1-8 to the
University of Idaho and 2-7 t:) the
University of Montana .
Ka ren Jones won an easy 6-2,
6-3 against Whitworth 's Ann Benzel. Bonnie Erickson played
smart, winning 7-6, 7-5 against
Vhitworlh opponent Allison Heiser , a nd Eagle Karen Blakely
walked a, .:ay 6..2, 6-0 against
Krista Price. Coac:n Sunya Herold noted that Gina Comilla did
well in her first college match ,
winning o-2, 0-6 , 6-2.
In doubles action , Jones and
Erickson beat Benzel and Toni
Fenner 6-4 , 'i-4. Third-seeded doubfes Karen H. ieman and Comella
won 6-2 , 4-6, 6-4 against Nabuko
Tanaka and Michelle Conner .

Although Eastern suffered the
1-8 loss to the University of Idaho,
Comella and Hineman paired up
to lead Eastern to a 6 -3, 6-3 win .
" I'm pleased with how the
doubles teams are doing considering that Marcia Isenberger is
out with an injury ," said Herold .
"This changed the line up, and ,ts
of April, this is the first. ti.me the
pairs are playing together ."
Last weekend , the men 's team
placed fourth with 12.5 po:nts in
tht: open draw tournament at
Seattle Pacific University . In the
singles division , Jim Robison
cvJlected 4 points winning , while
Thau Tran· and Ken Syrja were
able to earn .2 and 2.5 points .
In the doubles action, Syrja and.
John Sylvest.er and ilegan Cr cma
and doubif'.-s pa-t nei· J n,m ffodri·
guez wer1e both a l)l e to earn :;
poin ~s each.
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's, SID's~and who's David Banks?

I had an interc-sting-start to the
week.

2 Minute
War,,_ing

Now, I'm not going to say
anything stupid here, like he was
driving like a runaway athletic
budget.
I just hope he'll watch the road
in the future .

Basketball, basketball, basketball (yes, the college season is
over, but the pros are still playing) . A lot of. things took place
this week in the Eastern men's
basketball program, as well as on
the national scene.
We'll be back after this lobbying effort by our writer.

by Steve Smith
Sports Editor

I was driving into the parking
lot of the athletic complex when I
was nearly hit by a car driven by
E WU athletic director Ron Raver.

Dave Cook, the Eastern sports
information director. A true pillar in our little community (gads,
that sounds corny).
OK, enough of the schmaltz.
I have to admit, at first I had my
problems with Mr. Cook. But
when cooler heads prevailed, we
were able to work together very
well.
Now, you may be i:,dking'your-

self why the heck I'm talking
abo"'t this . Well, Dave Cook is
rathH uncerimoniously getting
the proverbial boot from EWU
because former SID Jim Price is
returning from his sabbatical.
Normally, I don't make public
pleas like this for people I have to
work with. But I t~ink it may be
in order here. So, I direct this to
athletic director Ron Raver.
Ron, don't be a fool about this.
Cook does an excellent job in
the SID office. He's easygoing,
pleasant and a gem to work for.
May 31 is supposed to be his
last day (sounds like he's going
down death row). Ron, you may
really want to reconsider this
move BEFORE you make it.

OK, basketball. This week,
Eastern Washington announced
the signing of eight new recruits
to nationai letters-of-intent. At
the same time, while those eight
were coming in the door, two
more were going out.
The other big item in men's

basketball is the new three-point
field goal and instant replay.
A lot happening. Now, where to
begin?

Last week, it was announced
that part-time starting forward
David Banks and reserve guard
Alphonso Goldwire had left the
Eagle program after only one
season for both in Cheney.
What happened'?
In the case of Goldwire it was
two-fold, according to coach Joe
Folda. It seems Al wasn't doing
that well in the classroom, meaning he may have had the problem
of a lot of freshman making the
change to the four-year school
atmosphere. Also, Folda believes
Goldwire may have been a little
homesick.
· "We were very sorry to lose Al.
We really like him," said Folda.
"What it really boiled down to is
when the season was over, there
was nothing to keep him here."
The case of David Banks is a
little more complex. Folda said
that Banks leaving was a mutual

decision between coach and player. In fact, coach Joe made no
bones about the problem.
"He didn't necessarily want to
stay here and I didn't necessarily
want him to be here," said Folda,
who wouldn't elaborate beyond
that, except to say "we basically
didn't get along. "
The fact that Banks was not
happy at Eastern was obvious.
He was not in uniform for the
Eagles during the last few games
of the season. I can recall being in
the stands near Banks during one
of Eastern's last games and
listening ~o him complain about
Folda and the coaching staff.
Whatever Banks' reasoning for
quitting, lack of playing time or
anything else, the fac-~ remains
that Eastern has ,ost the only
player who is coming back next
season that had any real starting
assignment experience in Folda 's
offense.
For that reason, the situation
may h~ve been handled very
(continued on page 15)
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Eastern AD's s~ak out

Raver, .Rubright: 'Don't blame us'
premise . I only agree with the
ability of this country to diseminSports Editor
ate information faster ," said
(Third of a four-part series. )
Folda . " Athletics is very visible
and anytime someone in the
The growing tide of crime, drug
limelight deviates from social
abuse and academic failings .
These three points are beginning
acceptance, it seems to be big
news. ''
to take the limelight in college as
" There' s approximately
much as the football player who
100,000 men's and women's col rushes for 200 yards and three
lege athletes in this country. For
touchdowns or the basketball
anyone to think , when your deal player who scores 50 points in a
ing with those kinds of numbers,
game .
that you're going to have 100
There are very few university
athletic programs in the nation...,.. percent model citizens is a pipe
dream ," said Raver.
that hasn 't felt the ebb tide.
" Athletics is considered a
Eastern Washington Univermicroism . H has all the kinds of
si_ty can now be counted among
things going on that normal life
that group.
has, " said Rubright. "What you
find is we're going to haw· bad
apples as much a s good apples ."
However, Rubri ght has a difIt really wasn't that major of
feren t opinion on who may be
an infraction .
singled out as the root of the
· While on the road in Pocatello
problem: blame the people outduring the season, three FWU
basketball players , Rob Otis ,
side the athletic programs .
John Randa and Nate Perk ins ,
" EverylJody wants to jump on
the bandwagon and say 'look at
were seen taking 153 cans of soda
pop from a vending machine at
all these terrible things that are
happening .' It's because of everythe motel they were staying at.
thing that has surfaced ,'' said
They were arrested by Poc{\tello police and charged with theft.
Rubri£ht.
They posted bond, forfeited
same , and returned to Cheney .
Coach Joe F.'olda 's response to
the incident was simple; "It was
Now that it has happened,
an ir.credibly stupid thing to do.' '
Eastern joins the nation 's universities where troubles have occurr-ed .
***
But why did it happen?
No one can reall y say why
" It was three young men ,· as I
these things are occurring . Every
understand it, that made a bad
coach and athletic director in the
decision relative to their benation is scratching his or her
havior ," said Raver . "They just
hea :., . wondering why and how
made a bad decision ."
can tt !, ~stopped.
" They 're college students and
Th~.;~ would include Eastern
we expect a lot from them .
Washington University athletic
They're athletes and they're out
directors Mary Rubright and Ron
there in the limelight ," said
Raver .
Rubright. "But they're still colRaver was willing to express
lege students and college . stuhis opinion on why the troubles
dents do things, sometimes , that
are occurring; blame the media .
are not real smart ."
"I don't a ree with your
•••

by Steve Smith
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The NCAA has set up a plan to
assure that student athletes at
both the college and high school
levels will be ;:i ble to be students
first , athletes second. Proposition

48 is expected to do that.
The EWU athletic directors
aren 't pleased with it.
" The NCAA is legislating at the
high school and that always
ca uses difficulty ," said Rubright.
" What we are finding is that the
high schools are having a tough
time understanding the rule and
why they should have to do it.
" We ' re getting a backlash in
which some kids may get in a
bind , either uninformed or they
didn 't have the ability to get the
needed paperwork in ," Rubright
contin~tl . " I'm not necessarily di::,J"greeing with what they 're
doing , but I'm not sure it 's been
done in a way where we're not
going to have some backlash ."
" We 're going to see more talented student athletes facing a
community college academicathletic experience . That will
r.ause a drastic change in high
school counseling procedures for
student athletes ," said Raver .
" We may also see an adjustment
period of four to five years where
some athletes will get cheated out
of an athletic experience that ,
had this rule not been passed ,
they could have had. ''
The NCAA also have passed a
rule that will set up drug testing
for student athletes competing in
championship or bowl games .
The EWU athletic directors
also didn 't approve of this rule ,
either.
" It'll have a major impact on
university budgets . Once they
s tart , they 'll eventually do sp::; t
checks at different universities,
and it 's going to cost a. tot of
money ," said Rubright. " We 've
had om· trainers looking into it

a nd it costs an ywher e from $100
to $400 a sample to have the tes t
run .
" None of us are opposed to it ,"
said Rubrigh t, "i t 's just one of
those things we sa y we 'll do and
then the financial part hits us ."
" I'm ver y happy see the NCAA
step in and at least attempt to
legi slate som e kind of control ,"
said R. . . ver . " I just don 't think
the street drug use in athletics is
as great as within our society a t
large .
" As long as we have athletics ,
there is a continued hope that it
can be curtailed or eliminated
completely ," said Raver .

The problems and the rules of
the NCAA has come to Eastern .
The school 's athletic staff now
looks for ways to deal with both .
Before they do that, however ,
they 're looking for ways to understand both .
" As long as we have the human
element, sometimes choices of a
small group of student athletes
won 't be socially acceptable ,"
said Raver .
" Whenever something hap pens , our coaches say , 'what can
I do to keep this from happening
to me ,' " Rubright stated . " Sure ,
you can make harder training
rules and do all those kinds of
things .
' · But we get to a point where
we 're expecting so much from
our a thl etes that you have to
rea lize they' re adults, " Rubright
con cluded. " We ma y not alwa ys
ha ve control over their mista kes ."

Eagle signs 'best athlete,'
Cheney High and. CCS stars
Any time a coach can say that
he 's signed "the best athlete I've
ever recruited, he has to feel his
recruiting season was a success.
Joe Folda must feel awfully
good right now .
The Eagle head coach has
signed to a national letter-9fintent 6-foot-7 Anthony Glanton
out of San Francisco's George
Washington High School. As a
high school senior, Glanton was
named AU-San Francisco and
was an honorable mention bayarea selection . He averaged 15
points and nine rebounds a game
atWHS.
"He runs the floor well and is
an outstanding leaper," said
Folda. "As Anthony develops his
fundamental skills, he could be
one of the best players Eastern
has ever recruited."
In all, the Eagles signed eight
recruits to letters for next season .
Others who signed with the
Eagles include:
•Dan Jarms, 6-foot-8, Cheney
High School. Jarms averaged
13.9 points last season while being
selected All-Frontier League in
both basketball and football.
"Dan will be a plus to our
program in a lot of wa'ys. How far
11

Re1nember Your
Secretary
April 21-25

235-4916
838-7886

Still , Ea s tern has been abl~ to
avoid the two major problems
that are facing the NCAA , drugs
and athletic-academi c favortism .
According to Raver , Eastern 's
academic standards have never
been lowered for a prospective
athlete . Nor has an instructor at
EWU ever been asked to grant
favortism .
Student athletes are tracked
very closely at Eastern . The
process· of tracking fits into the
NCAA standards.
" Th ~ NCAA says it must be a
faculty athleti c r epr -• mtative,
whic,1 they requ ir e so athletic
departments don 't affect the process ," said Ruhright. " We get a
list of athletes from the coaches ,
• which goes to the registr ars
office .
"Somcvne there is familiar
with academic reporting and
NCAA forms," Rubright continued . " That 's sent to the facr•lty
rep, who goes through it to make
sure all ~ur athletes are eligible. "
"Certification standards for
student-athletes must comply
with the NCAA," said Raver .
"These standards are mure
stringent than most of the student
body at large at any university. ''
'' As fa r as keeping track of
athletes while they 're here , we
unfortunately don't have the
budget to hire academic counselors ," said Rubright. " The coache::, pick up a lot of that responsibility.

he can come has yet to be
determined, " said Folda .
•Kevin Sattler , 6-foot-9, Gonzaga Prep . Sattler is a transfer
from Community Colleges of Spokane , where he averaged 13.3
points and seven rebounds a
game and was named to the
All-NWA~CC region team the
past two seasons.
"We expect him to come in and
do some things for us offensively.
What we need him to work on is
his defense and rebounding ,"
said Folda.
•Orvelle Butler, 6-foot-8, Los
Angeles. A transfer from East
Los Angeles JC where he averaged 18 points and seven rebounds a
game last year .
"He has the potential to play
some good defense for us. He has
a great attitude and we expect
big things from him ,'' said Folda.
•John Garrison, 6-foot-7, Cascade High School, Everett. Garrison averaged 15.8. points and
10.8 rebounds and was the leading
scorer in this season AAA state
tournament.
" John's another one wen,
counting on a year or two down
the road. As he gains college
experie nr."!, he could develop

well ,'' said Folda .
•Roy Palmer , 6-foot-2 , Woodrow Wilson High School . Like
Glanton . P a lm er was all -city and
honorable mention all-bay area .
He averaged 18 points and seven
rebounds a game last season for
the alma mater of Eagle assistant John Wade and women 's
player Lisa Danner.
" He could play first or second
guard . He may have the ability to
get good playing time as a
freshman ," said Folda .
•Calvin Wood , 6-foot-6, Alexandria , Virg . A transfer from McCook JC in Nebraska . He averaged 25 points and seven rebounds
and was named NJCAA AllRegion 9.
"He can shoot from 18 feet , has
good moves to the basket and
should add defensively ," said
Folda .
•Troy Mackey , 6-foot, Flushing , New York . A transfer from
Cloud County CC in Kansas , he
averaged 13 points and six assists
a game last season.
" Troy may be the best leadertype we recruited. He may be the
most important recruit from the
standpoint of who'll lead the ball
club next year ,' ' said Folda .

Baseball continued from page 12 --- - - - - - - - - - - - In the seeund game, the Vikings brought home three runs to
erase a 4-2 Eastern lead.

State th~ win as Eagle pitcher
Jim Olson suffered his first loss
against six wins this season.

But the Eagles came back to tie
the game in the eighth on a
run-scoring single.
Then it fell apart for Eastern.
A two-out fielding error in the
bottom of the ninth gave Portland

In action against Central,
freshman Mike McDowell p~tched a three-hitter in his first
career start. Jeff Plew's run•
scoring triple keyed a six-run
fourth for EWU.

In the nightcap, Dave Garwood
went 3-for-3 with a two-run double
in Eastern's five -run second . The
Eagles went 8-for-8 in stolen
bases as Gar wood and Scott
Dovre each ha three steals .
The Eagles a r e now 15-16 for
the season, 3-6 and tied for last in
the Pac-10 North.

r
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NCAAOk's
3-point }?asket
by Steve Smith

Sports Editor

Responses ranged from pleased to disappointed to surprised
last week as the NCAA approved
the new rule that will allow a
t}!ree-point field goal beginning
next season for men!s basketball.
The NCAA men's basketball
rules committee approved a 19foot, 9-inch three-point line measured from the center of the
basket. The committee also gave
approval to the use of televised
replays to correct clock malfunction and scoring errors.
The committee also eliminated
the 28-foot hash marks and the
five-second count while a player
is being closely defended. Instead, the· enth·e front court will
be under a five-second count.
"We believe the adoption of the

Spring FB: Zornes wants holes filled
by St~ve Smith
Sports Editor

rt:s the offensive line where the most work

For most football programs, spring practice ls a time for starting
from the ground floor and Luilding up.
.
, For Dick 7.omes~ spring football 1986 means starting from the
seventh floor and going from there.
Seven, for 7.omes, is the magic number. The Eagle head coach must
fill in seven spots for max~ season lef~ vacan~by graduation.
The key brick to be replaced in the · EWU foundation is at
quarterback, where recor,J-setting quartetb!lck Rick Worman has
vacated the premises. But 7.omes feels he has two capable tenants to
fill the void in Rob James and Jon Snider. On the spring depth chart,
James is listed as the starter, but Snider is not far behind.
"We have two good quarterbacks back, one just has to rise to th~
top," said 7.omes. "We're going to go with one of them, even though we
might ~ more productive_ with our running attack and not so
quarterback-oriented."
James had been pegged as the starter two years ago; but was
bumped when 7.omes transferred to Eastern . from Fresno State.
Neither has a lot of experience, but of the two, James has the most
playing time. Backing up Worman, the Spokane native completed 7 of
13 passes for 94 yards and one touchdown.
''Rob has got a great arm and knows our system well," 7.ornes said.
"The only thing he lacks is experience, but he has the most experience
of any of our quarterbacks.''
Whoever ends up throwing the ball, he will have an experienced
receiving corp, led by last season's top receiver, flanker Jon Vea,
along with split end Craig Richardson and tight end Eric Riley. All
three were starters last year.
Seven is also a magic number on offense, where that many starters
return. The top of the ladder is tailback Jaime Townsend, who became
only the third piayer 'in Eastern history to rush for over a thousand
yards in a season with 1,114 in 12 games. 7.omes must still fill a void at
fullback, where Othello graduate Tim Floyd is listed as the top
prospect.
.
"We really do need to develop a fullback," said 7.omes. "We should
be more consistent on the offensive line, whieh should make us a more
consistent r1.UIDing team.',
.

ATTEN·T'ION
Faculty &. Students
SAVE TIME & MONEY NOW!
Our Optical Character Reader can read your typewritten copy and reflect it on my screen. Change
your format - center- justify-etc.
Correct spelllng errors. Print out excellent quality
copy ... and SA VE you money.

may lie ahead for the
EagJi$, 't'wo starters on the offensive line are gone, but the heart of the
Hne, tackles Ed Simmons and Jefr Mickel and guard Andy Allen, will
be back. Battling for the two OJ:k?n holes include guards David Hanna
and Tim Murphy and center Zach Morgan.
On the defense, 7.omes must place his top lineman, deiensive bacl.,
and one of his i. i>p linebackers as Eastern will lose Frank Staudenraus,
Rob ••nese and Chris SiedeL
.
Returnees to the line wiil be led by starters Jim Ferster and Dan
Moriarity. Bill Altena and JoRn Eddy will be back in the linebacking
· corp, while the batUe for Friese's comer could go to Ganick Redden,
assisted by safeties BenUey Williams and Mark Cordes.
Seven others are listed as starters in the defense, including lineman
Mike Peek, Joe Kane and Pat Goodsil, lin'ebackers Brad Faker and
Allen Gilmour and defensive backs Darryl Hunter and Russ Elliott.
"We need to find a pass rusher to replace Frank and someone to
replace Rob," said 7.ornes. "I think we'll be better on defense "this
season. We're stronger than last year."
The special teams are solid at kickoff returns, where Richardson led
the nation two years ago, but must find someone to fill the punt return
spot left open by Friese. Kicker Eric Stein should remain at
placekicker·, but will have to battle redshirt freshman Adrian Pragnall
for the P,unting job.
7.omes concedes that the experience will help his SQWld as they try
to get back to the NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs, but feels that the 1986
Eagles won't look like his 1985 team.
·
"Even though we have a lot of people back, we're still rebuilding a
football team," the Eagle mentor stated. "It's helpful to have
experienced people in the program because the scheme of things
doesn't change much from year to year.
"This gri>up will have to mold into a team of its own. We have
different strengths and weaknesses this year," 7.omes said. Just
because last year's team did certain things doesn't mean ~his year's
team will do the same.
"Spring ball gives us a good opportunity to learn ·what we do and
how to do it, evaluate our new players and determine who our best
players are at each position," said 7.omes. "Those types of things will
tell us whether or not we have to change anything around."

Superior
Typewriter
Service

1815 3rd St.
Cheney, WA
235-2740

3 Correction Ribbons
· &·1 Cs,rrection Tape
$~6.50 Value for Only $10.50
(No other discount applies)

Our Specialty Is Typeset Resumes

.TERM PAPERS - tHESES
DISSERTATIONS.

• Free Calculator with
Typewrite(-Cleaning

GO WITH THE MASTER OF SPELLING AND GRAMMAR.
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BEV'S SECRETARIAL .
W. 34 MISSION AV,ENUE
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201·

game."

The replay rule comes into
effect after the confusion caused
during the NCAA Midwest Re- .
gional semifinal t?etw~n Kansas
and Michigan State. Near· the end
of the contest, Kansas got an
additional 15 seconds to work
with when the clock at Kansas
City's Kemper Arena malfunctioned and would not start. The
Jayhawks came back to tie the
contest and win in overtime~
Had the replay been in use at
that time, the 15 seconds would
have been taken off the clock.
Television replays showed that
without that time, Kansas would
not have been able to tie the
game.

"It's a good idea. If something
goes wrong, you need to go to the
table and correct it," said Folda.
"It just won't work on judgment
calls' because the TV doesn't
always give the right angle."
"I like the instant replay,' as
long as it doesn't deal with
judgment calls," said Fitzgerald.
"Anything that can correct errors is good, as long as it's the
right outcome."

REBUILDABLE

·REBUILDS
We Sell Rebuilt and
Rebuildable Foreign
Cars
Specializing in Subaru
244-3851
· ASK FOR SAM OR JIM
BEAUTIFUt.LY
DESIGNED APARTMENTS
New complex Is under construction In Cheney, WA.
1 bdrm., rent S209 mo. .
2 bdrm., rent S260 mo.
Energy efficient, low utl~ltlesaverage cost per month: One
bdrm-$35.00; two bdrm$41.00. Units have deck ·or
patio. Apply now to secure a
unit and enjoy a brand new
apartment for Sept.' 1, 1988,
' occupancy.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

PLIAIE CALll:

CALL BEV TODAY - (509) 327-8836

-

three-point field Joal wil) do
much to open up rough inside
play,'' Edward Steitz, secretaryeditor of the rules committee said
in a statement released last
week.
"I like the concept, b_ut the
distance is too close," said Eastern's men's basketball coach Joe
Folda. "It's too cheap of a
three-point play. Today's players
are too good to be that close."
'~! think !twas way too premature. That's a pretty radical rule
change," said Goniaga coach
Dan Fitzgerald. "I :m .,ot as
troubled by th~ rule as I am by
the distance." "· 1
The
12-member
committee adopted the three-point
basket after five years of experimentation and a 2-t0:1 coaches'
vote in feyor of the line. The
three-point line will intercept the
top of the foul circle.
"It should have been between
that and the pro line, around 22
feet," said Folda. "I assume
we'll have tn do something to
bring ihe three-point play into our

·sales• Service• Rental·•

CHENEY REALTY, INC. ,
. 21M111
1m Finl ltl'NI-C.....,
Equal Houalng Opponunlty

I
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Eagle Scoreboard
TENNIS
WOMEN'S
at Moscow, Idaho
MONTANA 7, EWU 2
singles
I. Hill <M> d. Jones, 6-4, 6-2.
IDAHO 8, EWU 1
singles
I. de La Cueba <I> d. Jones, 6-1, 6·1.
at Ellensburg
EWU 8, WHITWORTH I
.
singles
I. Benzel CW) d. Holmes, Hi, 6-4, 6-2.

MEN'S
SPU Invitational
from Seattle
Team scores: SPU 39, CWU
20 1,'z, UPS 18, EWU 12 1,'z , Se.1ttle
U. 12 1,'z.

BASEBALL
Oregon St. 3-8, EWU 2·2
First game
EWU 0110000 - 2 41
Larson and Issacson; Pay1)e and
Duke.
HITS: EWU-Dovre, McDonald.
OSU-Williams 2, Bowen 2.

PORTLAND ST H ; EWU 3-5
Firstg;ime
EWUOOOll0l-362.
PSU0300001 - .450
Schermer and lssacson; Gunderson and
Strohmaler.
HITS: EWU-Bridges 2. PSU-Kaneshite,
Tallmon.

Second game
EWU 002 000 000 - 2 42
osu 101 021 12x - 8 11 0
J,'ox and lssacson; Otia and Duke.
HITS: EWU-Dovre 2. · OSU·
Bowen 2, Lambert 2.

Second game .
EWU012000110 - 5104
PSU 110000301 ·· 6 82
Ollon and Issacson; Olin and Stanrill.
Hl1'S: EWU·Cook 2, Schermer 3. PSU-Stan·
fill 2.

osu 000 100 2 -

35 1

EWU 15-13, CWU 1-9
First game

Pac-10 North standings
through 4-15-86
ovr.
cnf.
18-8
8-1
Oregon St.
· 21-10 6-3
Gonzaga
Washington l'/-11 4-4
Wash. St.
19-12 3-5
,:-•ortland
15-13 3-5
Portland St. 23-16 3-6
15-16 3-6
E. Wash.

CWU 000 001 0 - I 3 5

gb

--

2·
3112

4½
4½
5
5

·

EWU322620X -15140
Miller, Wagner (4) and Montoya; McDowell
and lssacson.
HITS: CWU-Bumgarner 2. EWU-Schermer
2, Becker 2, Plew 2.
Second game
CWU Ill 0411 - 9 9 3
EWU 350 Ul x ·· 13 13 5
Sinclair, Konz (5) and Eliason~Prew,.Schutz
(6) and Shull.
HITS : CWU-Montoya 2, Watson 2. EWUDovre 2, S<. !termer 2, Garwood 3.

Men's Volleyball
Evergreen Regional Championships
at Bellevue
Preliminaries
EWU d. Burgees <Tacl , 12·15, l~ll, 15-9
EWU d. Kamakazies CWSU> 13-15, 15-12, 15-12
EWU d. Spokane Red, 9-15, 15-12, 15-7
Semifinals
Cheloho <Sea) d. EWU, 15-11, 15-12

Men's Basketball
Letter-of-Intent signings ·
Dan Jarms, 6-8, Cheney •
Kevin Sattler, 6-8, Spokane
Orvelle Butler, 6-8, Los Angeles
Anthony Glanton, 6-7, San Francisco
John Garrison, 6-7, Everett
Roy Palmer, 6-2, San Francisco
Calvin Wood, 6~, McCook, Neb.
Troy Mackey, 6--0, Flushing, NY1

FOOTBALL
EWU 1986 schedule
Sept. 6 •· Boise State
Sept. 13 -· at N. Arizona
Sept. 20 ·· Open
Sept. 27 -· Ida ho
Oct. 4 •· at Montana
Oct. 11 - at Idaho State
Oct. 18 - Open
Oct. 25 - at Nevada-Reno
Nqv. I ·· Weber State
Nov.°8 ,. at CS-Long Beach
Nov. 15 - Montana State

---

2 ffiiflUte Warning continued.from page 12 --.......------

badly . . . on the part of the coach
and player both.

• .. No beating around the bush. No
fancy words or catchy phrases.
Just a good simple opinion.
I like th~ new three-,point field
goal. It will' open up the college
game and put a large part of the
offense back in the hands of the
pure-shooter.
I don't like the instant replay. I
- think it's a waste of time and
degradin?- to the officials.
After all, the officials are degrading enough all by themselv-

es.
As has been documented, the
defection of David Banks leaves
the Eagles with no player on the
squad from last year with any
real starting experience.
Therefore, the question here
may not be who the Eagles .hav~recruited to play next season.
The question may be what do
the Eagles have coming back,
and what have they lost.
What they have lost can be
layed out very simply. The E~gles will lose players that contributed 375 assists <86 percent of
the tQtal amount), 54 blocked

shots ,(63 percent), 157 steals <79
percent) 780 rebounds ("/6 percent).
But the biggest loss EWU suffers in the numbers is 1553 points,
an amazing total of 79 percent of
the offense.
But the numbers really don't
tell the story. Neither does the
fact that Eastern loses its top
scorer, rebounder and assistman.
The real loss for Eastern will
be ii) the human personnel. They
are losing the like of Roosevelt
Brown and Rob Otis and John
Randa and Leroy Dean. The
major· thing Eastern loses is the
leadership these four starters
exhibited, and leadership is' hard
to replace.
So, Folda has one of two·
choices. He can look to one of his
new recruits, a junior college
trans(er with playing time but
absolutely no experience handling the Eagle offense, or working
with the returning players.
Or, he can go to his locker room
and look in Dexter Griffen's
locker.
Griffen is the only player coming back with any real ::;tarting
experience, and even that is
minimum. How~ver, it was Grif-

fen that took over the spot of
Brown when the Eagles' leader
went down with his knee injury.
Griffen handled the pressure of
filling Brown's shoes, no matter
how temporarily, and could be
ready to step into that role of
team leader next season.
One, don't let ·this go to your
head.
...
Two, keep an eye peeled for
Anthony Glanton.
Glanton will be a fre1;flman ,
signed by Eastern out of Geor:g~
Washington High School in San
Francisco. While at WHS, he
averaged 15 points and 9 rebounds a game and was all-city.
Folda says that Glanton may be
the best athlete he's ever recruited.
The battle for big guard-small
forward spot next season. Not
only will there be Glanton and
Griffen, but the Eagles recruited
Kevin Sattler out of Community
Colleges of Spokane and Calvin
Wood, a small forwa.rd from
McCook, Neb., JC. ·T here's a real
crowd in there battling for two
spots.
For a coach-, it is a nice
dilemma.
Think ·a bout it.

Dunn, Smith·all-tourney
at men's VB regionals
Eastern's men's volleyball
team concluded it's season last
weekend with an appearance in
the final four ·at the Evergreen
Regional Volleyball Championships in Bellevue:
After coming through pool play
in the 24-team competition, the
Eagles qualified for the cham-

pionship semifinals, but lost to
the defending champions, Cheloho of Seattle, 15-11, 15-12.
Eagles Mark Dunn and Kenny
Smith were region all-tournament team selections. Complete
results of the championship
round are in this weeks scoreboard.

Briefs-------A local all-star volleyball team
will sponsor mud-wrestling exhibition Friday at 7:30 p.m . at
Cheney Junior High.
All proceeds go to the team's
tour this summer of Japan,
where they compete against Japanese high school teams.
Admission is $3 for adults, $2
•for students.

a

•••

Central Valley High Sch09l pitcher Steve Garcias has signed a
national letter-of-intent to play
next season for Eastern Washing~
ton University. The right-hander
is currently 2-1 for the Bears of
the Greater Spokane League.

•••

, Spokane athletes Robert Jefferson, Kellie Gamby and Cary
Shepard have established bank
accounts to raise funds for summer sports trips to China.
Jefferson, w~o has signed a
letter-of-intent to play football at
EWU next year, and Gamby will
be competing in Canton June
29-July 8. . Shepard will be in
Canton the same dates competing
with the Washington State allstars basketball team .
Donations for the Robert Jefferson to China Track Fund and
Kellie Gamby to China Track
Fund can be made at Spokane
First National Bank. Donations
to the Cary Shepard to China
Basketball Fund can be made at
all branches of First Interstate
Bank.

•••

EWU will conduct a two-day
coaching effectiveness seminar
April 25-26 at the EWU Spokane
Center.
Cost is $65 per person or $80 for
person desiring two college cre·dits. For more information, contact Karen Raver at extension
7069.

•••

Pullman High School quarterback Will Furrer has signed a
letter of intent to play at Eastern
Washington University.
Furrer completed 73 of 141
passes for 947 yards last season,
and led the Frontier League in
total offense with 950 yards.

•••

The loss of linebacker coach
Tom Mason has led to a shakeup
in the Eastern coaching staff.
Aiding head coach Dick Zornes
next season will be Jake Cabell
(defensive coordinator-linebackers), Brent Myers (defensive
line) , Todd Williams (tight ends),
Dave Whittle (offensive line) and
Jay"Durant <running backs). Two
of last year's players, Frank
Staudenraus and Rob Friese, will
assist with the defensive line and
secondary, respectively.

•••
"The 1986 Eastern football schedule has been announced, with
EWU opening the season at home
September 6 against Boise State.
The remaint:ier of the Eagles'
schedule is-listed in this week 's
scoreboard .
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~ lectronics

STUDENTS WITH ID GET 10%
OFF ON ALL TAPES AND
RECORDING ACCESSORIES.
~

ENDS 4/30/86.

-" . .

~

· lihiS Week at Goofy's

·

•

Wed. Night 25¢ Schooners·
· $1.25 Pitchers - 8-9 p.ni.

Thu risday Night $2 Pitchers
8-10 p.m.
·
F_
BEE POOL ALL DAY SUNDAY
Also
Eastern Rugby Club Drink-Up
Join in with the Ruggers where
the fun is always a "Happening"

at Goofy's 407 1st

235-6157
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AIAJrom page 11-----------to be readmitted to class, but that
when he showed up with a "memo" giving him safe passage,
Friel called campus security to
throw him out physically.
Arthus says he suffered neck
and back injuries when officers
pushed him out of the classroom.
Other students have told administrators Arthus frequently
disrupted the class throughout
the semester, Vinciguerra notes.
Arthus later tried to force his

way into the campus police headquarters to talk to a classmate
police then were questioning
about the incident.
Arthus says police officers
sprayed him with Mace in the
scuffle at the station, in which
Arthus was charged with assault
and second-degree burglary.
At the same time AJA was
distributing its news release and
a Washington Times story about
the confrontation at Farming-

dale, the "Watchdog group" accused Indiana University Prof.
Victor Wallis of forcing leftist
sentiments on his students.
Wallis, AIA points out, requires
his political science students to
read In These Times, a socialist
newspaper based in Chicago.
"That's ridiculous. Professors
assign The Wall Street Journal t<i
students, and nobody is complaining about bias," Wallis replies.

McNeill/rom page_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
hats.
He wants to let people know
where their money is going and
hopes to post those figures
around campus soon.
"Students love dollar figures ,"
he said. " Yet so few know what's
going on. When they see the
figures they see where their

money goes."
McNeill and Vice President
Bryan Collins receive free tuition, room and board and $250 per
quarter as AS executives. They
are required to work 10 hours per
week, but McNeill said he works
much more than that.
He hopes to do as good a job as

Happy Birthday
Nanci White 6

___________________________
See ou at Willows!

Henke, whom he called a "very
fine finance vice president."
"Everything that happens up
there and any time (students)
want to know anything about
their money, they should know
it's their business and they're
welcome,'' he said.

Easterner
Classified
ads pay6
get one today

___,

photo by Chad Hutson

Flowers spring up around campus, this one enjoyed the little

bit of sun we had last week.
NEW at Book & Brush: Tank
top $4,99, printed T-shirts $6.99,
long and short-sleeved sweatshirts $7.88, printed sleep shirts
$10.88, printed sleeveless and
cutoff sweatshirts $10.99, longsleeve printed sweatshirts $13.88.
404 First Street , Downtown Cheney, 235-4701 .

EMMANUEL LUTHERAN DAY
CARE, 639 Elm, Cheney, is now
accepting registrations for Spring
Quarter, ages 2-10, and will be offering preschool & kindergarten
before and after-school orograms.
Qualified, concerned and loving
staff , fully accredited and l icensed facility. Hot lunches and
Christian atmosphere provided .
For more information or appointment, call 235-2894 from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. or 838-3966 after 6
p.m.
CHEAPER THAN RENT-2 BR
condos can be purchased and
your payment can be less than
paying rent. More details? Call
TIBBITTS & ASSOC. 235-8463.
5 BDRM 2 bath house, $450 mo.
120 Holladay Drive. Call 235-2241
after 4 p.m. and weekends.
DEAR PATTY, Are you parent
material? Please think about it.
Love, Paul. PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 326-2142 . .

FULL OR PART-TIME, excellent
earnings, filling requests for
demonstration of rental equipme~t_. No pressure selling, tun,
exciting. Call 927-5090.

3261st Ave.
DAYLIGHT
DONUTS
NOWHAS12

FLAVORS OF

I
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DREYER'S HARD
ICECREAMVANILLA
ALMOND PRALINE
BLACK CHERRY VANILLA
BUBBLEGUM
CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATE ALMOND FUDGE
COOKIES AND CREAM
MINT CHIP
NEW YORK BLUEBERRY
CHEESECAKE
. ROCKVROAD
STRAWBERRY
RAINBOW SHERBET

~~-0pen3a.m.
Monday
thro119h
Saturday
BUDWEI SE R ® •KI N C OF BEERS<l>•'-NH EUSER·BUSCH, INC.•ST LO U IS
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